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From the President
Science & the Paranormal
Science is not a body of knowledge. Science is the way
we attain knowledge.
It involves experimentation,
observation, publication and replication. It is all of these
aspects, but especially the last two, which normally
differentiate science from pseudoscience.
In the Skeptics' investigation of the paranormal,
these rigours should be applied equally to all claims, both
those of the pro-paranormal fraternity and those within the
"established" scientific community, including Skeptics. It is
not good enough to accept an anti-paranormal claim purely
because it is such. This journal is dedicated to publishing a
wide range of items, all of which are open to discussion
and disput~;
In this issue, we look at a number of subjects which
involve the scientific method.
They cover devices
supposedly tapping energv fields, a proposal that

meditation and Tarot cards contradict probability theory,
the lack ot scientific rigour among creationists, and various
religious claims. On this latter subject, it is interesting to
see that at least one letter writer has responded to an antisupernatural item in the previous issue.
This sense of peer review is vitally important in all
areas of science. It was rapidly and efficiently, if not
harshly, applied to the recent claims of nuclear fusion "in a
jar" by Fleischman and Pons. It can equally be applied to
Skeptical arguments, and this journal - the only one of its
type in Australia - is more than happy to serve that
purpose. Dogmatism and conservatism are comfortable
but not productive. Discussion and debate are what it's all
about, and on that note, please accept our invitation to use
these pages for your view of pseudoscience, the
paranormal and scepticism.

- Barry Williams
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A Psychic
Court

•

ID

MARK PLUMMER
The recent court case involving a
Melbourne "psychic healer" brought
back many memories for this author.
This report on the claims and
proceedings of the case act as an
excellent example of what may be
involved for followers of spurious
claims.
In 1984 the founder of the Bay
Area Skeptics, Bob Steiner, travelled
to Australia to pose as psychic "Steve
Terbot" on an Australian tour. He did
not charge fees or collect money as a
psychic.
As Steve Terbot, Bob attracted a
great deal of media publicity and he
received a letter from an Australian
"psychic", John Francis Fitzsimons.
In the letter, Fitzsimons said that he
enjoyed talking with Steve Terbot
"astrally". Steiner, alias Terbot, then
telephoned Fitzsimons and invited

Unfair ... we
haven't been
kidnapped!
During May and June, the South
Australian-based
UFO
Research
Australia carried out a campaign to
locate Australians who had been
kidnapped by UFO.
According to UFORA research
officer, Keith Basterfield, in letters to
the press seeking out abductees, "A
number of explanations have come
forward for these claims. These have
ranged from thoughts that they are
hoaxes, mental disorders, some
psychological process or that they
really are ETs visiting us. Whatever
the cause, the existence of such a
body of reports deserves careful,
scientific study."
Unfortunately, Australia seems
sadly lacking in UFO abduction cases,
lagging behind the USA and Europe
where such cases , following the

him to appear at Steve Terbot's public
meeting at the Ringwood Cultural
Centre.
Fitzsimons accepted the
invitation and spoke to the audience
as a supporting speaker.
When
Steiner
revealed
on
Australian national TV that he was a
sceptic and the whole event was a
hoax, he criticised Fitzsimons. The
furore over the hoax died down and
nothing more was heard about
Fitzsimons until a year later, when I,
then the head of the Australian
Skeptics, was approached by four
former followers of Fitzsimons.
They told me that on the night of
Bob Steiner's final TV apearance on
the Bert Newton Show, when the
hoax was revealed, Fitzsimons had
gathered his followers to watch the
program. The former followers said
Fitzsimons
turned
white
when
attacked by Steiner.
Fitzsimons'
reaction started them reassessing
their belief in Fitzsimons and his
claims.
The former followers had several
meetings with me and other
committee members of the Australian

publication of "Intruders" by Budd
Hopkins, "Communion" by Whitley
Strieber and "Abduction" by Jenny
Randles, are flavour of the year. So
much so, in fact, that an abduction
in
case
featured
prominently
episodes of mega-soapie "Dynasty"
recently.
UFORA administrator, Vladimir
Godic, said "It seems from the lack of
stories that this sort of thing doesn't
seem to happen in Australia."
What's wrong with Australians, we
ask. Aren't we good enough for the
aliens? Can we report this to the AntiDiscrimination Board? Is it something
that even our best friends wouldn't
tell us? But I use a deodorant!
To be fair, UFORA, which was set
up about five years ago, is probably
the most reasonable and restrained
of the various UFO investigation
groups in Australia. Mr Godic admits
that the group was not committed to a
dogmatic view that UFOs existed, and
preferred to take a scientific approach
to sightings and abductions. We wish
them luck.
-TM
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Skeptics. The rather bizarre story
unfolded of Fitzsimons telling them
that they would become psychic
mediums and healers, that they could
rid world leaders of negative energies
and that the world would be·
destroyed by a nuclear holocaust in
1984.
One of the four, Judith Kelly, had
lost about 20kg on a water diet
suggested by Fitzsimons. She had
to be hospitalised for three weeks in
February 1985. Two others in the
group, Reinhart and Siew Chin
Stratemeyer, a married couple, nearly
had a marriage break-up because of
Fitzsimons' counselling.
The fourth person told the
Australian Skeptics that she no
longer believed in Fitzsimons but still
believed in spiritualism and would find
a new spiritual leader. I asked the four
to quantify the total amount paid to
Fitzsimons in course fees, payment
for books, "loans" and other losses
such as medical expenses and loss of
earnings. I told the four they had a
good case against Fitzsimons and
three,
Judith
Kelly
and
the
Stratemeyers, decided to sue.
Because I was about to leave
Australia to become CSICOP's
executive director in the United
States, I referred the three to an
attorney who was a close friend who
had a good understanding of the
issues involved.
Court Case
The case finally came to court in
Melbourne in May of this year. In the
writ (complaint) the three sought
$69,588 for fraudulent misrepresentations, damages for medical
expenses,
loss
of
earnings,
repayment of loans, and payments for
courses and books.
Judith Kelly told the court that
Fitzsimons prescribed a water diet so
she could lose enough weight to run
and escape his premonition of
catastrophe.
Mrs Kelly suffered
crippling malnutrition after she had
been on the diet for three months.
She told the court she went from
79kg down to 59kg while on the diet.
She said the diet she began in
November 1984 caused
hallucinations, vomiting, double vision and

5
limited limb movements.
"He [Fitzsimons] said I would
suffer no harm," Mrs Kelly said. "I was
convinced by the work I was doing at
'The Circle'." Mrs Kelly said she had
to stop driving because she had
double vision and would reach an
intersection and not know where to
drive. She said she started using
public transport but had to stop
because she could not raise her legs
onto the steps. A walk down the
street was also a problem. "I was like a
drunk staggering down the road,
blind drunk," she said. "But I was
stone cold sober."
Mrs Kelly said she was admitted to
a hospital on February 19, 1985, and
was diagnosed as having a thiamin
deficiency from malnutrition. She was
at the hospital for three weeks but
had to spend another nine weeks
convalescing. Mrs Kelly, a mortuary
technician, had managed at work only
with the help of a very supportive coworker.
She said that after she recovered
she tried to rejoin The Circle, her faith
shaken only in the diet.
"Mr
Fitzsimons said I had to do individual
rescue before I could come back to
The Circle," she said. "And that I
would have to endure the rock for two
and a quarter hours. "
She told the court that the rock
treatment involved placing a 35kg
quartz boulder on her legs and hips.
"In rescue missions Mr Fitzsimons
used
crystals
to
concentrate
energies, like a laser." Mrs Kelly said
Fitzsimons had told her he would
make her a psychic healer and trance
medium.
Mrs Felicity Hampel,
attorney for Mrs Kelly, said her ;_. 11 e nt
had sold her house to pa~ for the
Fitzsimons course. She said Mrs
Kelly attended the courses from
January 1984 and had spent
$13,676 that she was now trying to
reclaim. Mrs Hampel said that Mrs
Kelly also sought damages for
medical expenses and lost wages
which totalled $8042.
The court was told that Mrs Kelly
had rented a house with three other
followers to prepare them for living
together after the world catastrophe ,
and to reduce their rent payments,
giving them more money for sessions

with Fitzsimons. Mrs Kelly said that
she believed she could influence
world events by helping the spirits of
world leaders, including Mikhail
Gorbachev, Ronald Reagan, Bob
Hawke and Augusto Pinochet. Mrs
Kelly said she had spent up to $225
per week on Fitzsimons' courses.
Mrs Kelly said Fitzsimons hit
disciples up to six times across the
face if spirits inside them gave the
wrong answers to questions during
sessions with him.
She said
Fitzsimons hit her and others very
hard.
She said Fitzsimons knew virtually
every detail of his pupils' personal
lives, and used the information to
encourage the belief that their family
and friends were acting negatively
against them. Mrs Kelly said she was
required to list up to twenty sins a
night. Mrs Kelly said that in hindsight
her involvement with The Circle was
faulty and illogical.
"I was so
exhausted and so frightened I
couldn't look at anything clearly," she
said.
Mrs Kelly told the court she would
attend The Circle class rescues which
sometimes went until 6am. She said
she and other Circle members visited
spiritualist venues around Melbourne
to try to recruit members. Negative
activities were also required to be
listed by members and they were
called "listings", Mrs Kelly said. Mrs
Hampel asked her client if listings
were like written confessions of
spiritual sins. Mrs Kelly said they
were.
Mrs Hampel said that Mrs Kelly and
the two other former disciples who
were also suing Fitzsimons had
believed him when they were told
that they would bec.ome psychic
healers and mediums, become better
people, have physical ailments cured
and become more spiritually aware.
The results were not achieved, she
said.
Mrs Hampel said that the world
catastrophe predicted for the end of
1984 was revised when it did not
occur. In the catastrophe a nuclear
holocaust would tilt the world on its
axis, shifting polar ice and causing
Continued over
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earthquakes, tidal waves and falling
buildings.
Mr Stratemeyer said he lost most
of his $50,000 inheritance while he
and his wife attended The Circle
between March 1983 and October
1984. He said Fitzsimons had told
them they could be psychic healers
and cure the disabled.
Mr
Stratemeyer said he wanted to leave
the group, but realised he would lose
his wife if he did. "I couldn't leave, I
knew I would be divorced like other
people [from the group] before me,"
he said.
Mr Stratemeyer said
Fitzsimons had brainwashed other
people in his group and caused them
to break away from friends, family and
marriage partners.
Mr
Stratemeyer
said
that
Fitzsimons had not helped him in any
way, and the courses had not helped
his stuttering or bladder problems.
He said Fitzsimons had told him his
brother-in-law was a bloodsucker and
he should be removed from the
Stratemeyers' house. Fitzsimons had
also told Mr Straterneyer that he was
doing the wrong thing when he
mowed his lawn instead of going to a
class. Neighbours had complained
because the grass was high and the
seeds were being blown into their
gardens. Mrs Stratemeyer said she
and her husband did not renovate
their house because they believed it
would be completely or partially
destroyed in the world catastrophe
predicted by Mr Fitzsimons.

Defence
Barry Fox, attorney for Fitzsimons,
said his client's followers were adults
and should have realised that
representations he had made were
not being fulfilled.
He said the
plaintiffs
had begun
attending
Fitzsimons' classes in 1983 and
1984, and they continued to attend
although they should have realised
that his representations - if any were
made - "were not happening".
"Here was a case where over a
long period of time people went back
over and over and over again, paying
their money. Adult people engaged
over a long period of time going to
these classes ... and they continued
togo."

Mr Fox cited the evidence of
Judith Kelly, who had told the court
that at Fitzsimons' suggestion she
had gone on a water diet and had lost
20kg so she would be able to run
from an impending world catastrophe.
Mrs Kelly had conceded, Mr Fox
said, that if she had consulted a
dietician she would have been told
that the water diet was ridiculous.
"She became well aware of the
consequences of pursuing this
course of a water diet, and chose to
proceed. A mature lady pursued this
course, she admitted, over a long
period of weeks or months and chose
to hang on in the face of what would
have, to ordinary people, called for
change."
Mr Fox told the court his client's
attitude was that people could get
involved if they wished. He said
Fitzsimons denied giving an "ironclad guarantee" of health cures or
personal advancement. Fitzsimons
only told his students they could
"hope
to
overcome"
physical
problems and achieve psychic
healing at his classes, Mr Fox said.
"He quite readily concedes that if you
consider it a lot of rubbish then it's up
to you," Mr Fox said.
Fitzsimons told the court. he took
over leadership of The Circle in
January 1980.
He said he had
become fascinated with spiritualism
and psychism in 1978. "I thought it
made life a lot more interesting," he
said. "I grew up with orthodox religion
... I was taught a lot about fear, hell,
and fire and damnation." Fitzsimons
said he believed in what he taught: "I
believe that we can be guided b)
invisible forces."
Fitzsimons denied his business
was a sham. He said he had not told
his former students that psychic
healing would cure their physical ills.
Fitzsimons also denied a suggestion
by Mrs Hampel that he was taking
money from gullible people whom he
conned into believing crazy values
that he himself did not believe .
However, he agreed that he was
operating a spiritual group registered
under the business name "Aspects"
while he was an undischarged
bankrupt.
On further cross-examination by

Mrs Hampel about predictions as to
the dates the world catastrophe
would occur, Fitzsimons said that in
October or November 1984 he
began to wonder if the dates were
wrong, and consulted the spirit
guides.
He agreed with Mrs Hampel that
he had taken out a mortgage on a
house in October 1984, despite the
predictions. Asked if he was hedging
his bets, he said "You can call it what
you like. I needed somewhere to
live."
Fitzsimons agreed that in 1983 he
had been an undischarged bankrupt
whose creditors would have received
20 or 30 cents in the dollar in debt
repayments. He also agreed that he
did not declare his 1983 earnings to a
trustee in bankruptcy because he did
not think he had to unless his income
was high.
After consulting bankruptcy administrators he .thought he
could run a business but could not
obtain credit unless he told lenders
that he was an undischarged
bankrupt.
(An
undischarged
bankrupt under Australian law is a
person who has gone bankrupt but
has not discharged his debts or
completed his period as a bankrupt.)

Decision
The judge found Fitzsimons
his
fraudulently
misrepresented
psychic abilities and courses. He
ordered Fitzsimons to pay $62,000 to
the three plaintiffs.
After the case, Fitzsimons said he
would go on teaching but with more
caution. He said he would get a legal
contract drawn up before every
meeting.
Mrs Kelly said she was "ecstatic"
about the result.

Mark Plummer was founding president
of Australian Skeptics and until recently
was executive director of the US-based
Committee for the Scientific Investigation
of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP).
Details of the court case have been
summarised from articles reporting the
case in the Melbourne Sun and the
Melbourne Age. Acknowledgement is
therefore given to the work of the
journalists writing for those journals.
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Psychic warns
of fraud
"More than 90% of Australia's psychic
advisers are frauds or dangerous
amateurs who threaten the mental
health and possibly lives of gullible
clients."
No, that wasn't a Skeptic talking.
· That was the surprising view of
Margaret Dent,
a professional
clairvoyant and ordained minister of
the Spiritual Enlightenment Church
of Australia, who had broken a 20year public silence to speak out on
the "confidence tricksters
and
profiteers" making a quick buck out of
the "terrific upsurge in psychic
consciousness with the so-called
New Age".
Quoted in the Sydney Sun-Herald
of May 28 this year, Ms Dent said she
knew of "dozens of cases where
people have needed psychiatric
treatment after exposure to frauds.
It's only a question of time before
somebody actually gets killed." She
obviously hasn't heard of Jonestown.
She quoted a number of
examples of psychic rip-offs, none of
which would come as any surprise to
readers of this journal.
These
included a housewife who put up with
repeated beatings from her drunken
husband because she had be~n
given assurances by a psychic that he
would soon die, a family that spent
$5000 on magic spells and love
potions to ensure the marriage of
their spinster daughter, exorcists
charging up to $5000 to rid people of
non-existent
ghosts,
and
a
successful futures market operator
who hit the bottle and let his business
crash after being told he would be
bankrupt in 12 months (is this a case
of accurate prediction or self-fulfilling
prophecy?).
She claims that the number of
practising psychics could run into
thousands, of whom less than one in
1O were qualified. "Look at classified
columns in local papers. They're
advertising everywhere. The irony is
that if they have to advertise, they're
no good at their job. Word-of-mouth
is all a genuine clairvoyant needs. If I
ever advertised, I'd be working 100

7
hours a day, 24 days a week."
Ms Dent, who is obviously against
advertising her services, is described
as "down to earth with a lively sense
of
humour,
42,
a suburban
housewife, with clairvoyance advice
as a part-time job."
"All my life I've seen and heard
things that other people didn't. Until I
was 14, !thought I'd end up in the
looney bin," she said .
"Then
someone took me along to a
spiritualist church where everyone
took this sort of thing for granted.
Then I learnt how to harness the gift
and put it to good use. By the time I
turned 30, I was spending every
spare moment reading for people or
doing church services."
She claims to have clients
including doctors, lawyers, high flying
businessmen (although she doesn't
predict share prices), politicians,
farmers and even a Supreme Court
judge.
Her comments in the Sun Herald
were followed the next week by an
agony column of complaints against
psychics. One reader said that her
marriage, previously relatively trouble
free, had broken down following a
clairvoyant's prediction of marriage
troubles.
"The psychicpredictions
seemed to trigger mistrust in our
relationship."
Another complained
that although not having been
conned, the psychic "did not know
where the information was coming
from".
Two other readers commented on readings they had had
done by Ms Dent herself, one in
favour and one against, although the
latter wished "to make contact with
her and have another reading by her
before I call her a fraud". None of the
writers of the published letters
doubted the validity of psychic and
clairvoyant readings in themselves,
only the particular practitioners they
had approached.
Ms Dent, at the end of the first
article, made a number of predictions
of her own. "The weather becomes
even more abnormal [this following a
particularly cold and wet spell in
Sydney).
NSW has the deepest
snow falls on record and snow where
it's never snowed hPfore. Sydney is
due for mass1v1 1 ,,11 1 storms and

Queensland will suffer its most
damaging cyclones ever." So far,
Sydney has not suffered a massive
hail storm, and Queensland is yet to
feel the onslaught of its most
damaging cyclone. The snow season
has been a mixed affair, with snow
machines providing enough for good
skiing.
A final quote: "The phonies play
on people's fears ; fear of death, illhealth , family break-ups, losing their
jobs, kids running amok, financial
ruin. Once people confess these
fears, they become putty in a
conman's hands."
We couldn't have said it better
ourselves.
-TM
Addendum: It must be the
hailstorms or the cyclone, for the
season seems to have reached us
whereby
practitioners
of
the
paranormal are coming out of their
respective closets to be revealed as
the sceptics they truly are.
In the July 19 issue of The Age
which had an article on channellers,
the president of the Victorian
Spiritualists Union, the Reverend
Gordon J. Cowie, warned that "there
are people around who are not actual
channellers nor are they truly
mediums, but they certainly can
pretend they are".
The article continues "He advises
the sceptical approach to anyone
claiming they are trance mediums
(channellers) or clairvoyants. Seek
proof - facts known only to you, or a
person who has died.
Be
especially sceptical, he says, where
money is being charged. 'Be careful
of people who are charging money
because they are in it to make
money'.
"Mr Cowie says that in the years he
has been involved in spiritualism he
has seen a lot of people who caused
him to doubt that they were who they
claimed to be. Others he has seen
seemed [our emphasis] to be honest
in their intent. It must come back to
personal investigation, he says.
'Keep both feet on the ground,
approach it with an open, sceptical
mind'." Hear, hear!
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The Bent
Spoon
Revisited
Most of the winners of the Australian
Skeptics' annual Bent Spoon award
receive that dubious honour for oneoff claims - Peter Brock for his
Polariser, Ann Dankbaar for finding
the Colossus of Rhodes (for which
we are still waiting confirmation), the
Melbourne Metropolitan Board of
Works for employing a psychic
archaeologist, etc.
However, this year's recipient,
Diane Mccann of the Adelaide
branch of the motivational courses
Money & You, continues to merit
notice, as in fact does the entire
organisation with which she is
associated.
In the July 1989 issue of its
newsletter, Focus on Adding Value, a
number of claims which indicate a
continued
interest
in
matters
paranormal are made.
Apart
from
comparing
the
movement's
founder,
Robert
Kiyosaki, with Robert Kennedy (catch
the significance of the shared initials),
the issue also describes a visit by one
the group's practitioners to the Berlin
Wall, full of "a knowingness that the
wall would disappear". Rosslyn
Thomas visited the Wall at 2pm.
"Across the world in New Zealand
Ros had arranged for Robert Hoey
who was in Wellington at Money &
You, at midnight, to have all the
assistants and receivers focus their
energy on the wall. At 1O o'clock
Australian time Jenette Youngman
led a group in a meditation focussed
on the wall. Ros left a message for
the people at M&Y in Toronto also
and there were 'lots of people all over
the place doing it'." The result? Ms
Thomas reports that "'Now I know that
with a group of people meditating or
concentrating on the same area you
can actually move things.' Three days
later there was an editorial in the
paper saying the Hungarian government was tearing down the wall in
Hungary.'' Either they're very bad
shots, or this is a case of psychic

missing (ie. fit the result to the action
after the event). The Berlin Wall is still
standing.
Andrew Wade, who wrote the
report on Ms Thomas' mural outrage,
also writes a report on her visit to the
Windstar project, jointly run by John
Denver, designed to harness energy.
"We landed at Colorado and about
two hour drive from Windstar you can
feel the energy as you get closer and
closer. All the towns around are clean
and the people are happy.''
A particularly interesting event
took palce on this trip. "On the way
into Windstar we found a dead
squirrel on the road so we decided to
stop and have a kind of burial service.
Twenty minutes further on we
stopped again to take in a breathtaking view. Michael [Hibbert] and I
got out of the car and a squirrel
popped up by the side of the road
and he just spoke to us. We both felt
it. It was like time standing still. [A
sensation with which we are all
familiar. - Ed]
I felt in total
communication with him .. . with the

grass and the whole universe. The
feeling was so global I thought I would
burst. Then he left. I'm sure it was
something to do with the energy we
had created with the other one ....
What I learned later at the Business
School was to communicate with the
whole planet on the same level I
communicated with that squirrel.''
Ms Mccann herself reports a
number of interesting experiences.
One was a consultation with American
iridologist Denny Johnson, who
interprets the eyes "from an
emotional point of view .... Denny
correlates the iris structure with
personality factors.
He can thus
identify where you have been, and
where you are going. When you are
out of balance and not behaving
according to your core structure you
can learn from [the technique] Rayid
how to focus your energies to bring
you back into balance.''
During a workshop tour of Perth,
she met a woman who "had a

NAARF off

May 7th Conference (the date for
which has been selected as being
both Astrologically and Numerologically auspicious). We're sure you
will want to attend.
Available to answer all your
questions at the Conference will be
Research Directors of NAARF: Nel
Grigg, well known Virgo phrenologist,
Tim Owen, noted Cancerian crystal
specialist,
and
Karl
Zlotowski,
eminent
Aquarian
author
and
commentator on New Age issues.
Minimal sustenance (rice crackers,
organically grown seaweed dip, etc)
and soothing background music
(whale song recordings and white
noise) will be provided. Conference
participants are requested to bring
their
own
ideologically
sound
beverage. Participants should also
be prepared to fill out a short
questionnaire upon arrival at the
Conference for NAARF evaluation
purposes.
Yours eternally,
New Age Astrological Research
Foundation"

A Sydney reader sent us a copy of
the following promotional letter from
the New Age Astrological Research
Foundation (NAARF) in Sydney's
Paddington. We can't guarantee its
authenticity, but it makes fascinating
reading.
"Many of you will be aware of the
fantastic success of the Compatibility
Seminar held last December by NTK
at
which
seminar
Associates,
participants were able to find their
"perfect match" by means of NTK"s
sophisticated
computerised
personality profile matching system. The
New Age Astrological Research
Foundation, in conjunction with NTK
Compatibility Associates, has now
formulated an alternative social
compatibility matching system using
widely accepted New Age principles
including Astrology (both Occidental
and Oriental), Numerology, Crystal
Vibrations, Harmonic Convergence
and Phrenology. This exciting new
system will be discussed and
demonstrated for the first time at the

Continued opposite

Hmmm!
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Travels of a
Skeptic II
Mamba Magic Harry Edwards
reports from semidarkest Africa
Most psychics attribute the nascence
of their alleged paranormal powers to
a traumatic experience - Peter
Hurkos, the psychic detective, fell off
a ladder; at the age of three, Uri
Geller felt energy forces enter his
body; others have been zapped by
lightning or alien beings, and so on.
But to discover that one has been
supernaturally vitalised after being
bitten by a deadly African Green
Mamba must rate as unique - such is
the claim of South African Dr Ronnie
Barkhan PhD, FAAPH, FCH (USA),
Hypnotherapist, Psychotherapist and
Relaxologist.
In Johannesburg on May 20 , I was
guest speaker at the inaugural
general meeting of ARIP (Association
for the Rational Investigation of
Paranormal Claims) where nearly 100
South African skeptics and likeminded persons attended to see a

Bent Spoon ... from opposite
daughter who had just won an
American scholarship to go to the US
to study and she needed $10,000 to
support her. I talked about treasure
maps and she made one on the
Monday and on the same day cut a
competition out of a paper which had
a prize of $10,000. On June 27 she
was given $10,000." Watch out Lotto
... your number's up!
She ends her Adelaide report with
a statement we regard as being a
veiled reference to the Skeptics:
"Until next time, remember 'For those
who believe, no proof is necessary,
for those who don't, no proof is
possible."
With reasoning and an
attitude to the truth like that, is it any
wonder Ms Mccann thoroughly
deserved to win the 1988 Bent
Spoon award.
-TM

9
demonstration by (according to his
impressive list of achievements) a
world honoured hypnotherapist.
Having been introduced as the
Rev Dr Harry Edwards, I informed the
audience that I was an atheist and
therefore qualified as the "ultimate
skeptic", my ordination and doctorate
having been purchased in the USA
for $15.
This confession, showing how
easy it is to obtain impressive, albeit
false, credentials, was a ploy to
induce Dr Ron to give an account of
his own, a subterfuge which to a
certain extent produced the desired
result.
Following my brief account of
some of the investigations carried out
by the Australian Skeptics, Dr Daivd
Likn~itsky,
ARIP's
chairman,
introduced Dr Ronnie Barkhan.
Modesty does not appear to be Dr
Ron's strong suit. Quoting from his
advertising brochure, we have: "The
well renowned and much loved Dr
Barkhan, for over 30 years he has
helped people from all walks of life to
develop into happy confident and
problem free individuals they always
wanted to be", and "this man
possesses strange ,ind supernatura,
powers which enable him to trace the
cause of an ailment and treat the
effect in usually the first session".
The two page spiel concludes with an
impressive list of international awards
and mentions in "Who's Who in the
World".
The list of ailments treated by Dr
Ron include~ allergies, agrophobea
(sic),
hypenension,
neurosis,
insomnia,
depression,
psorias,s
sexual problems, nail biting, weight
control, stuttering and stammering,
but during the course of the evening
he explained several times that he
only treated psychosomatic conditions, not physical illnesses. This
claim appears to be contradicted later
on.
After a heart-rending and tedious
account of Dr Barkhan's early years
during which he was bitten at the age
of 11 years by a deadly Green Mamba
and knew what it was like to die;
served in the forces during the war,
ending up in a hospital a cripple about
to have his leg amputated, saved only

by self-hypnosis and going on to win
a walking marathon; a mother dying
of cancer;
took up night time
education
in
accountancy and
supported his almost destitute family,
he started to attend seances and felt
a "power'' building up in himself.
He was seized by a spirit control,
and by means of automatic writing
wrote a thesis "Hypnotism and its
relationship to Mediumship" for which
the College of Applied Sciences in
London conferred on him a PhD.
Like others who have claimed to
have produced similar literary works
by this means, Dr Ron admitted his
complete ignorance of the subject
and cognisance of what he had
wnt1en . I don't think it unreasonable,
therefore, to suggest that as the
thesis was dictated by a spirit or spirits
unknown, the prestigious distinction
was obtained under false pretences.
Notwithstanding no mention of
formal training in hypnosis, "Dr'' Ron
became co-founder of the South
African Hypnotherapists Association
and set up practice.
Thumbing through a mountainous
pile of testimonials and letters of
thanks accumulated over the past
fifteen years, he reiterated some of
h1s cures : a woman confined to a
wheelchair with polio who, after
therapy, stood up and danced like a
fairy ; another, in calipers, was cured
by the magnetic energy emanating
from his gyrating hands; and similar
miracles.
He then went on to tell of a patient
he had regressed to a past life in
Atlantis, who told him of a magic
healing stone that "diffused rays" and
which cured cancer. A regression to
another past life in which the patient
had been a healer in Kenya revealed
that the mineral could be found at the
foot of Mt Kilimanjaro.
Obtaining a sample of the magic
healing stone, Dr Ron used it to cure
many of his patients of arthritis and
produced several photographs of
gnarled hands as evidence!
Proudly displaying a sealed
cardboard box, Dr Ron told the
audience that the box contained the
miracle mineral.
I speculated at this point that
perhaps he was familiar with the works
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of Edgar Cayce in which the
"sleeping prophet" describes a
crystal energy source called the Tuaoi
Stone used to trap and utilise the rays
of the Sun, and was somewhat
alarmed that Dr Ron was irresponsibly
exposing us to such a potent force
without protective shielding.
Aware of the value of his
acquisition, Dr Ron contacted cancer
research institutes and hospitals all
over the world, all of whom declined
to test it or failed to show any
interest.
Lamenting that mankind was
being deprived of the benefits of his
great discovery and that he could not
use it himseH for fear of being
charged with practising medicine
without a licence, he wound up his
dissertation to the relief of a restless
audience, who perked up at the
promise of a practical demonstration
of his powers.

Dr Ron In action
Calling on a woman sitting in the
front row to come up onto the stage,
Dr Ron explained that to save time he
was going to hypnotise the same
subject with whom he had worked on
previous occasions.
The subject, a pale round-eyed
person whose vacant expression
caused me to believe that she was
only ninety cents in the dollar,
dutifully sat on a chair.
The audience leaned forward,
expectations reached fever pitch,
only to be dashed by the lacklustre
and unconvincing performance that
followed.
No
swinging
pendulum,
no
mysterious
hand
gestures, no
mesmeric stare, no Svengalian
incantations; simply a thumb pressed
to the subject's forehead while Dr
Ron squinted at the audience
through his pebble lens glasses.
The effect of this magic touch was
instantaneous; the subject's normal
vacant expression was transformed
into that of a stunned mullet.
"The subject is now in a hypnotic
trance and will obey my every
command",
the
disappointed
audience was told.
Dr Liknaitsky, a pathologist, was
called upon to verify that the subject

was indeed in a comatose state, and
he
agreed
that
she
was.
(Subsequently Dr Liknaitsky told me
that the subject was not in a trance
and that he had just gone along with
the act.)
"I will now give you superhuman
strength" continued our hypnotist.
"Raise your left arm."
The subject obliged with a "Sieg
Heil" and appeared to effortlessly
resist all attempts by Dr Ron to push
the arm up or down.
A member of the audience was
invited to try, with the same result. My
offer to break the arm off at the
shoulder was rejected however.
Then the subject was told to fold
her arms across the front of her chest
with the forefinger of one hand
resting on the forefinger of the other.
Two members of the audience were
then invited to try and pull her arms
apart; they failed to do so .
Next we were told that the subject
would feel no pain while under an
hypnotic spell. To this end Dr Ron
pinched up the skin on the subject's
forerarm and thrust a needle through
it. "See. no pain and no blood," he
exclaimed. The subject walked up
and down the auditorium aisle to give
the audience a closer view.
(There is nothing supernatural
about this particular incident. The
epidermal layers can be pierced by a
needle without producing blood.
Acupuncture is an example. And
pinching the skin together is the
"pressure anaesthetic" method used
by doctors when giving an injection.)
Finally, with a pathetic attempt at
humour, the subject was told that she
was from Venus and seeing hu man
beings for the first time.
fhe
"Venusian" mechanically jerked her
head from one section of the
audience to another, pausing each
time to say "ha, ha, ha".
This
concluded
Dr
Ron's
demonstration of his extraordinary
powers and the audience was invited
to ask questions.
A frail and bespectacled young
lady (who incidentally hapi:,ened to
be the wife of ARIP's resident
magician) jumped to her feet and
offered to perform the same
miraculous feats of superhuman

strength without being under an
hypnotic spell. Dr Ron scoffed at the
suggestion but agreed that she
should try - she succeeded to
tumultuous applause and much to
the embarrassment of Dr Ron.
I asked whether Dr Ron had asked
his hypnotically regressed patient any
questions to authenticate his claim to
have lived in Atlantis, to which he
replied "No, I believed him". My offer
to have his magic stone tested in
Australia was rejected on the grounds
that it already had been tested by him
and it worked.
Finally, after a barrage of
questions from ARIP's secretary
Marian Laserson, Dr Ron exploded,
"Madam, I'm not here to convince
you . I don't care whether you believe
me or not!"
A
somewhat
crestfallen
hypnotherapist and a disillusioned
audience then filed out for coffee and
cakes in the foyer to discuss what had
amounted
to
an
amateurish
performance of some simple party
tricks.

Conclusion
While I am rarely loath to express
my gut reaction to the shananigans of
charlatans when I recognise them, in
deference to our President's blood
pressure I will refrain from what he
may consider to be defamatory
comments in respect of Dr Ron. In
stead, perhaps the reader would like
to hazard a guess as to what they may
be by completing the following
multiple choice question.
Given that the above is a true and
accurate account of the proceedings,
I conclude that Dr Ron is:
a) deluded,
b) aliar,
c) a fraud ,
d) a nut,
e) a charlatan,
f) not the full quid,
g) a con artist,
h) all of the above.
There is no prize for the first, best
or neatest entry.
On behalf of my wife and myself, I would like
to express my sincere thanks to Marian and
Jack Laserson of Johannesburg, and David
and Hannah Liknaitsky of Hout Bay for the
kindness and hospitality they afforded us while
in South Africa.
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Reviews
Psychic Powers Live
7 Network
June 8, 1989
This latest effort in a series of "live"
two hour programs on various
mysteries was the one that all
sceptics were waiting for. This was
the one where sceptics, in the
person of James Randi, were to have
equal time. To my mind, the show
exhibited all the characteristics of the
curate's egg - it was good in parts.
Seven paranormalists attempted
to perform their stunts under
controlled conditions and all were
signally unsuccessful. The pot was
sweetened for them by the offer of
US$100,000 for any who could
perform at a level greater than
chance, and not one came even
close.
An astrologer, asked to assign to
12 individuals their correct star sign,
got all 12 wrong. Someone tested for
ESP using Zener cards had 50
correct guesses out of 250 - exactly
as chance would predict.
A
psychometrist asked to divine which
watch belonged to which key from 12
people got two right.
An aura reader detected auras
where there were no people, and a
wanter diviner had trouble detecting
water, although the denouement of
this latter test seemed to be too
abrupt.
These results, and the others
obtained by two clairvoyants, were
what a sceptic would expect,
absolute failure.
No attempt was
made to interview the "psychics" to
determine what excuses they would
offer, nor was there any resume at the
end to point out the magnitude of the
failure of seven different "psychics"
to perform the skills they had claimed
they possessed.
A confrontation between Randi
and Uri Geller, which should have
been the high point, did not
materialise. There was no face-toface meeting.
While Randi quite
clearly showed how Geller performed
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his tricks, Geller is sufficiently adept at
showmanship that he probably
convinced non-sceptics that there
were still areas of doubt.
In general, this program left this
viewer somewhat dissatisfied.
- BW

Spontaneous Human
Combustion
Quantum, ABC-TV
July 19, 1989
In contrast, this program, made by the
BBC, was an excellent example of
how to demythologise one of the
paranormal ''wonders" of our time.
It investigated a number of recent
British cases of mysterious burnings
of human bodies in rooms that were
otherwise
mostly
undamaged.
Scientists from various disciplines
explained exactly how a human
being, in a closed room, would burn if
his/her clothing was alight and tests
done at a fire prevention laboratory
showed that the "mysterious' events
that occur in these cases are in fact
what we should expect.
In every case shown in the
program, and in every one that I have
read about, there was a source of
ignition present in the room - a fact
often overlooked (or deliberately left
out?)
by
the
supporters
of
sensational explanations.
One line from the show that I will
treasure was from the scientist who
was explaining that bacterial action in
the alimentary tract could not
generate enough heat to cause
ignition. This is the explanation for
why haystacks sometimes spontaneously ignite and is often
proposed by the more sensational
authors as an explanation of why
humans could also burst into flames.
The scientist explained that there was
simply not enough fuel in the human
gut to allow sufficient heat to be
generated by bacterial action. "If this
was possible," he said, ''then I would
expect to have heard of lots of cases
of spontaneous cow combustion! As
it happens, I have never heard of
any."
-BW

Nostradamus:
The Final Chapter
7 and Prime Networks
August 27, 1989
What is it about the 7 Network that
makes it the bastion of pseudoscience on the TV medium? Apart
from a scattering of programs on the
other networks (Richard Neville's
short-lived series on everything
alternative on the 1O Network being
the most notable), 7 has given more
promotion to the weird and wonderful
world of just plain silliness than any
other network, the program described at left notwithstanding.
This latest addition to the genre was a
continuation of a program shown ten
years ago, with little extra to justify the
effort.
Why anyone takes any notice of the
supposed predictions of the 16th
century "seer'' is anyone's guess.
Statements about the future based
on his quatrains inevitably fail - the
predicted destruction of California last
year is an obvious example. It is only
when followers of Nostradamus look
back on recent events and twist the
various verses to fit that there seems
to be any justification for any belief at
all.
In fact this is what the producers of
the show, Paul and Margaret Dane,
said during the program (you must be
scraping the barrel for experts when
you have to interview yourself for
your own program - this is like asking
Paul Keating to unbiasedly espouse
the
successes of the Labor
government) . "There's no doubt that
it's much easier to understand what
he is talking about when you've got
the benefit of hindsight," they said.
Too true! But if you can't make an
accurate prediction before the event,
then what good is a prophet to
anyone?
Obviously he's a lot of good to the
producers. The previous program
rated extremely highly. We'll wait for
hindsight to predict the success of
the second edition.
And what of host John Waters?
Everyone knows actors are experts
on everything. Just look at Shirley
Maclaine. Summary? Rubbish! -TM
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SKEPTICAL INVESTIGATION

Harmonisers and Polarisers
in Australia and Beyond
IAN BRYCE, MEL DICKSON
ANTHONY GARRETT & TIM MENDHAM

At about the same time as Peter Brock was
receiving much publicity and attention for his
Polariser which he claimed would improve the
running performance of automobiles, Australian
Skeptics was approached by the developer of a
similar system for endorsement of his products.
Hans Rex, through his Newcastle-based
company Harmony Health Products, marketed
two devices claimed to "polarise" materials
through their "kinemassic force". One was a
Water Polarizer, which when fastened to a
water pipe, was claimed to decrease copper
content in the water, reduce surface tension and
increase wetness, improve chloride, improve
taste, change the mineral content, affect yeast
and plant growth, change ice structure and
improve the taste of wine.
The second product was the Harmatron,
claimed to cause "dramatic improvements in the
behaviour of motor vehicles", including fuel
consumption, horse-power and better starting,
etc.
Mr Rex, an aeronautical engineer by
training, had previously been involved with yet
another polariser company (Skeptics knew of at
least four at the time) called BIOS, whose other
director was Sergei Barsamian who had in turn
been previously involved in controversial claims
of evidence for a mysterious energy force in
nature and a cause of cancer propagation (see
The Skeptic, Vol 6 No 4 and Vol 7 No 2).
Mr Rex's interest in these areas was
apparently first aroused through iridology. He
claimed to have given up smoking (an 80-a-day
habit) and the change in his iris was immediate
and perceptible. He claimed to have validated
In
iridology through "hundreds of tests".
conversations with members of the Skeptics, he
also mentioned having 6000 patients for his

alternative medicine clinic in the Newcastle
region, had cured arthritis with an amulet and
had taken people into their past lives.
This report describes tests carried out by
Australian Skeptics in 1987 to evaluate his
claims for his products, and to describe his
subsequent product developments and his
promotion of them overseas.
Scientific Basis
In support of the claims, Harmony Health
Products supplied material claiming a scientific
basis for these products. These included:
- letters to Australian Skeptics and sales
brochures for the products;
- an apparently scientific paper by S. Mielordt;
- an apparently scientific paper from the "Hans
Brugemann Institute".
Copies of a number of endorsements by
"satisfied customers" of the Harmatron and a
Magnetizer (early version of the Polarizer?)
were also included, although there was no
indication of any scientific assessment in these
anecdotal claims.
Examination of these documents by
scientists revealed no relevant valid material,
only some unrelated science and a jumble of
pseudoscientific terms, including: kinetic mass,
kinemassic force field, antigravitation, energy
technology,
spiritual
system,
healing
morphogenetic field.
HHP claimed
Correspondence from
positive results in tests carried out at Royal
Council
Newcastle
Hospital,
Newcastle
Building, "the University in Canberra" and by
other parties.
Claims included "the high copper content
in the drinking water dropped by 60%, minutes
after application of the Water Polarizer". This
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immediately
suggests
poor
experimental
design, as one would expect high copper
content in the first water run from a tap, due to
its sitting in the building's small diameter copper
pipes for some period. After some minutes,
water which had sat only in the large steel
mains would appear. A control test without the
Polarizer would be revealing.
When pressed for test reports and names,
Harmony complained that "everybody seems
frightened to stick their neck out". One set of
results that was forthcoming from the "University
in Canberra" was apparently carried out on
February 2, 1986 (see Table I). Samples were
collected before and five hours after the Water
Polarizer was fitted.
Twelve parameter
determinations were then carried out, with
components measured in milligrams per litre
(mg/L). Despite the claim by Mr Rex that these
tests proved his product's effectiveness, the
results indisputably indicated that there was
little (if any) effect, and none that could not be
attributed to acceptable measurement accuracy.
The authors were surprised, in fact, that Mr Rex
had tendered this piece of evidence as it
seemed to prove the opposite of his claims.
This did not seem to concern him at all.
Thus, positive test results claimed by HHP
could not be accepted.
Tests of Polarizer

A sample of Sydney's reticulated domestic

water supply was obtained from a household
tap (after running off a quantity). This sample
was thoroughly mixed to overcome any
nonuniformity in contamination from pipes or
temperature difference.
The sample was subjected to alternating
tests and treatments as follows:
1. The sample of tapwater was tested.
2. Some pool chlorine (calcium hypochlorite
65%) was dissolved, diluted and mixed with the
sample.
3. The sample was then passed through a pipe
fitted with a Polarizer using the attached clip
and again tested.
4. The sample was then brought to the boil in
an aluminium container, cooled and again
tested.
At each stage the sample was tested with
the Basic 4 Test Kit from Poolmaster Inc,
California, according to the manufacturer's
instructions. This test measures the following
properties of a water sample:
a)
Chlorine residual - the amount of free
chlorine in the water, measured in parts per
million (ppm).
b) Combined chlorine - as above, but including
combined chlorine.
c) pH - the balance of acidity versus alkalinity in
the water. This is measured on a scale from O
to 14, with O being most acidic, 7 being neutral
and 14 being most alkaline.
d) Total alkalinity - the amount of certain

Table I: Water Polarlzer test (5/2/86) by "the canberra University"

Po3- c1°

HC03

Cl

S04

Ca

Mg

Na

K

Before

12.1

5.3

4.2

5.0

1.3

3.3

0.5 9.5

0.02

0.2 0.2

7.60

After

12.2

5.3

4.1

5.0

1.3

3.4

0.5 9.5

0.02

0.2 0.2

7.64

S102

F'"

Table II: Australian Skeptlcs test of Water Polarlzer
Test

Free chlorine (ppm)
Combined chlorine (ppm)
pH level
Total alkilinity (ppm)
Acid demand(pH)

3 Passed

4 Balled

1 Tap
water

2 Chlorine
added

<0.4
<0.4

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

0.5
0.5

7.8
40
7.4

7.8
40

70

7.3

7.8

7.7
40
6.8

through
Polarlzer

7.9

pH

14
alkaline buffering materials in the water,
measured in ppm.
e) Acid demand - the amount of acid needed to
be added to restore it to a neutral pH level. In
this case, the figure recorded is the pH after
one drop of the test acid was added.
The four tests on the water sample gave
the results as in Table II. These results can be
summarised as follows:
1. Adding a very small quantity of pool chlorine
caused significant changes to the chemistry of
the water sample.
2. Passing the water sample through a pipe
with the Harmony Water Polarizer attached
made no measurable difference, within the
experimental accuracy.
3.
Simply boiling the water made a large
difference to the water sample.
A further test for free chlorine was carried
out at the University of New South Wales. A
Lovibond colorimetric test tablet was dissolved
in 10ml of both untreated tap water and
"Polarized" water.
The resulting colour
indicates the concentration of free chlorine. The
colour difference between the samples could
not be detected by the eye.
Therefore a spectrophotometer was used
to measure the absorbance or depth of colour at
a wavelength of 285nm. Eight measurements
of the untreated sample gave an average result
of 0.450, while eight measurements of the
treated sample gave an average of 0.462. The
difference is far less than the standard deviation
of the results. Thus there is no measurable
difference between the samples.
To test the manufacturer's claim that the
crystal structure of ice is altered, samples of
water were frozen and the appearance of the
resulting ice was recorded. It was found that
passing water through a pipe fitted with a
Polarizer had no effect on the bubble structure
or other visible properties of the ice. However,
boiling the water for ten minutes before freezing
had a considerable effect.
Taste Tests
Tests were also carried out on water and
on wine, to examine the claimed taste
improvement caused by Polarizer treatment.
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Firstly, a Polarizer was fitted to the neck of
a bottle of wine while some glasses were
poured, and it was absent while other glasses
were poured. Subjects reported no change in
the taste.
Secondly, a detailed test on the taste of
water was carried out at the University of NSW.
Volunteers each tasted three plastic cups of
water. All had been filled from the same tap, but
the Polarizer was fitted to the tap for one or two
cups. They were told to select the odd sample,
and to say why it was different.
Of 21 volunteers, ten found no difference
among the three.
Of the eleven finding a
difference, five correctly identified the odd cup.
For the test to indicate a significant difference in
the taste, seven out of eleven should have
correctly found the odd sample for a signficance
level of 5%. The conclusion was that there was
no significant difference in flavour produced by
the Polarizer.
Conclusions on Polarizer
It was concluded that the changes to
chemicals, chloride and minerals claimed for
treatment of water by the Polarizer were not
support~d by tests.
Claims of changes to the properties of ice
were not supported.
Further claims of changes to the taste of
water and of wine were not supported.
Harmatron Device
A device was fitted to the negative battery
terminal of a motor vehicle according to the
manufacturer's instructions.
The claimed "dramatic improvements to
the behaviour of motor vehicles", including fuel
consumption, horsepower and better starting,
etc, were not found.
Further Adventures ...
Update on Hans Rex
Mr Rex's emphasis on the Polarizer and
the plethora of other motor vehicle performance
improvement devices on the market at the time
decided the weight of testing carried out by
Australian Skeptics. However, it was in the
area of "harmony" that Mr Rex was to move.
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further
some
After
following the tests described above, in which Mr
Rex invoked "fifth force" arguments, quantum
physics, the role of the observer and a "prephysical" universe, little more .was heard from
him or Harmony Healthy Products until this
year.
One of the authors (TM) was approached
1n May by a researcher for "The Acid Test", a
popular science program on Granada TV, UK.
The program was running an item on Mr Rex,
now operating in the UK, and had approached
the British & Irish Skeptics for comment, who
redirected the researcher to the Australian
Skeptics.
Mr Rex is now promoting a product called
the Harmonizer, "a unique device neutralizing
the effects of external radiations and
harmonizing internal vibrations".
In support of his claims, leaflets have been
issued describing "Harmonology - the science
and philosophy of Harmonisation". Statements
include: "Old religious writings and new
scientific articles tell us that all matter in our
physical Universe consist of vibrating energy,
which in itself causes vibrations in the vast
Universal ocean of energy .... A human being is
a harmonic oscillator as well. Every elctron
(sic], every single cell and the entirety of the
system pick up energy frorri the surrounding
field by harmonic oscillation. The more we are
in harmony within ourselves and through
ourselves with the Universal field, the higher
our level of energy, or level of resistance will be.
But not only this - the more we are in harmony,
the happier and healthier and more fulfilled we
will be."
"Greater Harmony can be induced by
bringing a disharmonious system in resonance
with a more harmonious one. This principle we
use in HARMONOLOGY. Certainly it is not a
new principle since all healing methods in the
widest sense employ it in one way or the other.
In
What is different is our approach.
HARMONOLOGY we are using HARMONIZERS, scientific technical devices which put out
harmonious frequencies, allowing a system it is
in contact with to entrain itself and vibrate in
unison on that more harmonious frequency."
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The leaflets describe previous devices
developed "which not only help human beings,
animals and plants to reach a higher level of
harmony, but allow us to test for the degree of
harmony as well". These include: Ultratest, "an
electronic device which allows for the
measurement of photonflow on acupuncture
points"; Testsender, "which allows to test the
level of harmony, for remedies etc, from a saliva
sample and also allows for distant treatment of
Area Harmonizer, "similar to
patients";
Harmonizer but influencing a wider area"; and
the Water Polarizer.
The Harmonizer is an oval-shaped amulet
about the size of a cough lozenge, with a
formable metal backing. Inside is a lime green
epoxy filler and a circular piece of paper, 1cm
across, with a spiral pattern printed on it. This is
covered with a clear epoxy which seals the
whole arrangement. There seems to be nothing
else inside the Harmonizer.
The leaflet which comes with the
Harmonizer says (in English, French and
German) that "Thousands of clients have
experienced remarkable changes in their
feeling of well-being, level of energy, ability to
cope with life and also improvements, of
devitalization to
from
ranging
ailments
rheumatoid/arthritic conditions, migraine, MS,
general aches and pains, virtually any disease
one can think of."
It goes on to say that the physical body
can be thrown out of harmony by the influence
of "negative thoughts (worry, anxiety, greed,
fear, etc), faulty nutrition (overefined food and
drink, microwaved, preserved and otherwise
treated), environmental pollution, environmental
radiation from overhead powerlines, electric
meter boxes, electric appliances, radar and
radio stations, etc, and geopathic zones, which
are caused by disturbances in the earth's crust".
Once harmony has been restored, a
person "feels better, thinks more positive, copes
with life and overcomes disharmonious
vibrations, ie disease, much better".
However, there is a caveat. "A person
wearing a Harmonizer may experience A
HEALING CRISIS, where things get worse
before they get better, ie one may experience
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Dealing with Tarot Cards
Probability and the Scientific Method
RICHARD WALDING
A debate about Tarot cards and probability
raged last year In the pages of the Australian
Physicist (AP), the journal of the Australlan
Institute of Physics (AIP). The war of the words
began when a research article "An Experimental
Test on the Basis of Probability Theory" using
Tarot cards by Professor Brian Mccusker and
Cherie Sutherland Mccusker was published In
the January 1988 edition of the journal. It
ended when the editor called a halt after

publlshlng the Mccusker reply In October. In
this article, the editor's decision to publish and
the response by the scientific community to
such a provocative challenge are examined.

Harmonisers & Polarizers ... cont

On March 16, 1988, Sai Baba, "the Avatar
of our age", gave the Harmoniser and Mr Rex's
work, his blessings.
The Harmonizer can be worn day and
night and when having a shower or bath, and it
is comforting to know that there are no known
side effects. How it can have side effects if it
apparently affects "virtually any disease one
can think of" is hard to see.
All of Mr Rex's promotional material, both
in Australia and overseas, embrace customary
ingredients of pseudoscience - blockages,
vibrations, mysterious and as yet unknown
energy forces, mystical understanding of the
East, "well-being", and current fears, including
amalgam fillings and overhead power lines.
The Harmonizer, like the Harmotron and
the Water Polarizer, are pseudoscientific
nonsense of the first order and in the most literal
sense of the word. They are not science as they
are not testable, or if they can be tested, prove
to be worthless. Mr · Rex's claims for his local
crop of goodies were proved to be merely
wishful thinking, or worse. His current UK
practice seems to be the same.
The snake oil merchants are still with us.

aches and pains, the reoccurence of old
disease symptoms and generally the worsening
of symptoms.
If changes should not occur
within a period of some weeks, a BLOCKAGE
may be present. A BLOCKAGE can be caused
by amalgam fillings in teeth, scar tissue,
bacterial focus at root of teeth, etc. In such case
a HARMONOLOGIST or any health practitioner
acquainted with modern medicine (BFD, Vega
System, Moratest, etc) should be consulted."
This aspect of the Harmonizer makes
testing of its efficacy extremely difficult. As it
appears to be the user's fault if the Harmonizer
does not work, how do you control for
extraneous influences from the wearer. That
"etc" in the list of blockages covers a multitude
of possibilities, such as in-grown toe-nails, poor
past lives, or strawberry jam for breakfast. This
is typical of many alternative practices, some of
which go as far as to say that the patient
actually wills themselves to be sick. In other
words, there is no concept of "falsifiability" built
into the product. If it does not work, it is not
because the Harmonizer is useless, it is
because there is something wrong with the
patient.
The "modern medicine" examples
referred to above should, of course, be properly
called "modern alternative medicine".

When a professor of physics from Sydney
University writes a report saying that he has
used Tarot cards to disprove the axiom of
probability theory, even the most hardened

At the time of the original tests described in this article, the
authors were all members of the national committee of Australian
Skeptics. Since then, Anthony Garrett has taken up a position at
the University of Glasgow. The others remain on the committee.
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sceptic needs to take notice. The McCuskers'
experiment was an exact copy of an experiment
carried out by Dr Jane English 1 and they
conclude
that
"In
easily
repeatable
circumstances, the predictions of the axiom are
grossly in error"2.
Examples of the Basic Axiom of
Probability Theory

After a large number of throws of a uniform
die, the relative frequency of occurrence of any
one face will be 1/6; in the case of playing
cards it will be 1/52; for a coin 1/2; and for
Tarot cards, the frequency will be 1R8.
The McCuskers argue that just as Euclid's
parallel axiom was questioned and overthrown
100 years ago, it is common sense to question
other "obvious" axioms.
Jane English's Experiment

Physicist Jane English is a Tarot
practitioner who began each day by, first,
meditating and then selecting a card from a facedownwards spread of a Tarot deck. The first
selection was for the state of her body, the
second for mind and the third for spirit. She
recorded these three selections each day in her
journal.
When she analysed th~ 22 months of data
(1,982 selections), the probability that her
selections was in agreement with the
predictions of the axiom for random selections
was 0.03%; that is, not good agreement at all.
Two friends, also Tarot practitioners,
achieved similar results - one with 2395
selections had a probability of agreement with
the axiom of 0.01 % and the other with 2015
selections had almost negligible agreement
(less than 1 in ten thousand million).
Without meditating and using non-Tarot
cards merely numbered 1 to 78, Jane English
made 1,982 selections and achieved 47%
agreement with the axiom. A similar run on an
Apple computer gave a result also in agreement
with the axiom.
McCuskers' Experiment

In October 1985, Brian Mccusker, Cherie
Sutherland and her 15 year old son Eden
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began the experiment - meditating and
selecting. The results were clear-cut to them the axiom was wrong.
Cherie's results, for instance, gave a
probability of agreement as one chance in one
million billion billion. Control results, without
meditation, gave results in agreement with the
axiom.
Other Experiments Examined

The article went on to compare the
McCuskers' results with other experiments.
They chose the 1934 experiments of Dr J.B.
Rhine in which he used a special 25-card pack
(Zener cards) made up of five sets of five cards
(star, rectangle, cross, circle and wavy line).
One of his subjects correctly guessed the card
chosen by the experimenter (often Rhine
himself) more than 32% of the 17,500 trials
whereas the probability axiom predicts 20%
success.
The McCuskers comment that whereas
Rhine considered this to be proof for the
occurrence of clairvoyance, they believe it to be
an
enormous
discrepancy
between
experimental results and the predictions of the
axiom. With dice throwing, Rhine believed he
proved psychokinesis as agreement with the
axiom was less than one in a billion billion. The
McCuskers think otherwise.
They then cite G. Spencer Brown's highly
controversial monograph, "Probability and
Scientific Inference", which, like the McCuskers'
work, directs its criticism not against technical
details of the application of statistical
procedures, but against the basic assumptions
of probability theory itself.
Finally, the McCuskers suggest why the
axiom fails and we start to get an insight into
Mccusker philosophy.
"The axiom of
probability theory came out of the same
intellectual climate as classical physics. The
assumptions underlying both were realistic,
materialistic, deterministic and reductionist"3.
They remind readers that classical physics,
which "failed catastrophically even to explain
material phenomena" such as the optical
spectra of sodium or mercury vapour lamps,
was replaced by quantum mechanics. "It insists
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on the essential role of the observer'' they add.
"Like
quantum
mechanics,
the
Tarot
experiments emphasise the importance of the
observer in the universe. And if the observer is
important, then any accurate description of the
universe must include a detailed study of the
observer, that is ourselves."4
Thus,
contend
the
McCuskers,
a
psychological
examination
of
human
consciousness is warranted. They note that the
progression of psychology has been from
Freudian to Jungian to Humanistic/Gestalt to
Transpersonal and since 1977 Ken Wilbur has
synthesised this modern work with the older,
mystical schools of psychology (Buddhist, Zen,
Christian, etc). He no longer sees the universe
as matter but as nine levels of consciousness,
the lowest of which is matter.
Tarot experiments are seen as important
in exploring the higher levels of consciousness.
The most challenging remark in the article is to
"do it yourself".
The Response
The response by the scientific community
was swift and unanimous. Patterns of such
response have been examined in the past5 and
the letters to the editor of the Australian
Physicist (AP) may be usefully viewed in these
terms.

1. Fraud and Deception. This allegation
is one of the most consistent, damaging and
hurtful levelled at parapsychology researchers.
The high regard that letter writers obviously
have for Prof Mccusker prevents the same
boots-and-all approach of psi-watchers like
James Randi. Nevertheless Dr H.H. Macey (AP,
April 1988, p. 77) questions the uniformity of the
Tarot cards used. Poor printing results in cards
being able to be read from behind "thus making
it easy for anyone with the necessary
knowledge of the code to pick a wanted card.
The use of marked cards in playing is one of the
oldest forms of cheating."
ANU physicists 8.1. Henry and Y. Kondo
(AP, April 1988, p.103) purchased a new deck
of cards and noted the irregular patterns on the
back.
Twenty-two cards exhibited thick-line
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patterns while the remainder were thin-line.
They note that physical bias by intentionally or
unintentionally selecting or avoiding these
cards could lead to anomalous outcomes of the
order obtained by the McCuskers. "Perhaps the
most obvious scenario is one in which
intentional
bias
is
achieved
by using
distinguishable cards. If there is no possibility
for bias in the Tarot card experiments, then we
would be forced to accept the conclusion that
the bias is a paranormal phenomenon or that
the fundamental axiom is incorrect afterall."
Hard-boiled physicist E.L. Deacon (AP,
May 1988, p.104) of Beaumaris also examined
Tarot packs, one from the USA and one from
the UK, and agreed with the observation above.
His statistical argument showed that by just
having 12 cards selected one-third less than the
rest gave a probability over 2340 selections of 1
in 10,000, just like Mccusker.
Also on the attack about bias is CS IRO
scientist Dr H.G. Scott (AP, May 1988, p.105):
"... a used deck almost always has minor
variations in the appearance of some cards:
consciously or otherwise these are another
source of bias."
Fraud and deception are rife in the history
of parapsychology. Letter writers generally give
the McCuskers the benefit of the doubt and
suggest unintentional bias.
Three levels of fraud have been common
in the past:
a) Conscious fraud by all parties including
the researcher.

Mathematician S.G. Soal, one of Rhine's
strongest
critics
among
the
British
parapsychologists, began his own testing
program in 1934. After five years of heroic
research, Saal concluded that he succeeded in
demonstrating the laws of chance.
In 1945, Soal began more testing of ESP
using cards.
Never before had so many
safeguards been introduced and fraud seemed
impossible. Soal's findings in favour of ESP
were hailed as definitive by parapsychologists
and were so good that the rest of the scientific
community, including the sceptics, could not
ignore them.
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Here was a man, a severe critic of Rhine's
protocol
and
analysis,
a
professional
mathematician
who
took
every
known
precaution, a researcher who previously
confirmed laws of chance, . now suddenly
demonstrating highly successful ESP.
The
odds against his results were 1Q79 to 1.
But it appeared he did cheat. He altered
·1s to 4s and 5s and inserted extra "hits" into
record sheets. Supporters claimed he must
have been in an "altered state" or did "automatic
writing in a dissociated state".
Cheating has been rife in the history of
parapsychology, mostly from the subjects, but
well documented cases of experimenter fraud
can be found.
The late Don Laycock, linguist from ANU
and somewhat of an authority on Tarot cards
wrote (AP, April 1988, p.76) "In the experiments
reported, there were no scientific controls, so
even outright fraud is not excluded. Magicians
know many ways to keep cutting the same
cards from a pack."
b) The psychical researcher, because of
eagerness to believe, has been taken in by
unscrupulous subjects.
Stanford researchers Russell Targ and
Harold Puthoff6 were certainly conned by the
unscrupulous Uri Geller7. Evidence suggests
that Freud, himself a believer in telepathy, was
misled by subjects who intentionally gave him
positive results out of kindness.
c) Everyone sincere and honest but that
they all deluded themselves.
Perhaps where the McCuskers come in. It
is interesting to note that the McCuskers cite
J.B. Rhine's work on ESP as confirmation of the
Tarot card effect. Surely, if anyone has been
shown to be deluded by sloppy protocol and
recording errors, it was Rhine. In spite of being
an "intensely sincere" man (Martin Gardiner's
words), Rhine used cards which could be read
from the backs and these transparent cards
were used by the Society for Psychical
Research up until 19609.
As the protocol was tightened the psi
effects disappeared. Rhine developed ad hoe
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hypotheses to account for this.
"Forward
displacement" meant that the subject was
thinking of cards ahead; incredibly "backward
displacement" meant the subject was calling
cards maybe two or three behind; negative
results were due to "psi missing";
good
performance under loose conditions which
vanished as controls were tightened was called
"decline effect"; "lag effect" meant the subject
was selecting cards from previous experiments.
Skeptics luminary Anthony Garrett (AP,
April 1988, p. 76) wrote "Although more than
one hundred years of parapsychology has
failed to produce a replicable success,
methodology has nevertheless moved on, and it
is disappointing to see Rhine's results quoted
without due caution."
Rhine spoke of ESP as "incredibly elusive,
fickle, skittish, shifty ... "10. The 1952 test with
hidden cameras showed that psi believers
cheated in favour and psi non-believers
cheated against.
Prof Mccusker makes no
mention of this conclusive (and well known)
debunking of Rhine's work. Perhaps he has
suspended judgement of his soul brother Rhine, like Mccusker, believed the attitude of
the observer affected results 11 . Rhine, a radical
dualist,
believed
it
was
necessary to
demonstrate psychokinesis and ESP to put the
principles of mind-body dualism (the existence
of a soul) on a scientific footing12_
Proof of fraud and deception can be
achieved by two means: expose the fraud
directly, as Randi did with the Geller cheating,
or provide a rational reconstruction as to how
the fraud could be achieved. Randi also did this
with Geller, showing how the· trickery worked.
Letter writers to the Australian Physicist belong
to the second group by showing how
unconscious bias couldoccur.
Sceptics can exploit this position. Proof of
fraud or even establishing the probability of it
takes evidence away from the researcher.
Mccusker is seen to be vulnerable when bias is
implied. A sceptical position borrowed from
Hume and his dismissal of miracles is "it is
easier to believe in lying and cheating than in
the suspension of the laws of physics". In the
past, such implications weakened the claims of
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20-parapsychology researchers and branded them
as charlatans. Parapsychologists dismiss fraud
charges as non-scientific. A chemist doesn't
accuse another of fraud when results upset
them.
The other weapon in the hands of sceptics
but not used by readers of AP is ridicule. It is a
popular rather than a professional attack and
not worthy of scientists. The closest anyone
comes is Anthony Garrett who writes: "Those of
us who have researched at Sydney University's
School of Physics (including this writer) are well
aware of Brian McCusker's disdain for the
alleged narrow-mindedness of contemporary
science." Not exactly below-the-belt stuff.
Well, no time like the present. You see,
Brian Mccusker believes in levitation, the sort
where people can rise off the floor by mental,
not physical means.
In January 1985, he
claimed on ABC Radio13 that a group in Sydney
were having a 90% success rate with levitation
but he declined to say where, even when
pressed by the Australian Skeptics at a public
lecture at Deakin University on September 11,
1985. Eventually, after addressing a MENSA
meeting on May 17, 1986, at the home of Dr Mel
Dickson, the electron microscopist from the
University of NSW, Prof Mccusker finally
obliged and told colleague Anthony Garrett that
the Transcendental Meditation organisation in
Sydney was the place to 9014_ "Try it yourself"
he challenged repeatedly. Come to think of it,
he made the same challenge in the Australian
Physicist articles. A shallow retort, but very
provocative. Mathematician Dr Ken Smith from
the University of Queensland summed up:
"When some of these professors get near
retiring age they get some ratbag ideas".
Presumably he was referring to Fred Hoyle.
2. Violations of Accepted Law. A standard
sceptical position on parapsychology is "if psi
contradicts scientific law, then it must be
fraudulent". It has now become standard for
parapsychologists
to
look
to
quantum
mechanics for a scientific basis of ESP.
Proponents of psi accuse sceptics of dogmatism
by clinging to a world view refuted by ESP and
modern physics itself.

E.L. Deakin writes that Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle is misunderstood and
cautions that it applies at the atomic and
subatomic level and not at the Tarot card scale
of the McCuskers' experiment. You'd wonder
how many times scientists have to say this.

3.
Simple Prejudice.
None of the
respondents overtly take the position of simply
refusing to believe psi. Targ and Puthoff claim
to have been told by a journal editor "This is the
kind of thing that I would not believe in even if it
existed".
The statement of one respondent (H.G.
Scott) is typical: "I will need far better
experimental evidence of the falsity of the axiom
before I am prepared to devote twenty, or even
two, minutes a day to the test that the
McCuskers suggest."
4. Theological Arguments. In 1909, Pope
Pius X sent Dr Godfrey Raupert on a lecture tour
of Roman Catholic seminaries in the US
warning of the hazards of psi research. In the
brief Australian Physicist exchange, theological
criticism was not invoked. Mccusker sought
support from the Cardinals. He recalled how
the Cardinals were invited to look through
Galileo's telescope at the moons of Jupiter:
"The Cardinals refused, saying they had no
need to waste time on such nonsense. The
Cardinals were wrong."

5.

Philosophical and Methodological
Arguments.
The major criticism of the
McCusker work falls into this category. It can be
divided into six areas:
a) Conceptual. Garrett argues that "it is
impossible, logically, to test theories of
probability by experiment. Probability theories
can only be selected on the grounds of internal
consistency." Scott asks "Can c;i test, the validity
of which depends on the truth of the axiom, be
used to establish the falsity of that axiom?" This
suggests an analogy with Godel's theorem that
no proof of the consistency of a sufficiently
powerful formal system can be given within the
systen, ,1 self. In a similar manner, no competent
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scientist
can
ever prove
his
absolute
competence to himself;
only incompetent
scientists can do this.
b) No repeatable experiments. In 1937,
J.B. Rhine stated emphatically "We must try to
discover [psi] by repeated test, by careful labour
and techniques. The material within the field
inust be taken from the anecdotal stage to that
of experimentation before it can be classified as
scientific knowledge." 15 Rhine, however, as has
been shown, was guilty of shoddy science.
Readers were quick to jump on Mccusker
for poor methodology. Garrett: "Unfortunately
the description of the experiment is vastly
insufficient;
for example, what randomising
process was used on the cards between each
day's choice? Selection from an unconsciously
preferred region of the pack, coupled with
inadequate shuffling between trials, could
easily account for the observed deviations."
Laycock: "Repeating such experiments under
uncontrolled conditions, as suggested by the
authors, is unlikely to add any evidence to this
already worthless pseudo-scientific account of
pseudo-experiments."
Jim Graham, CSIRO,
(AP, April 1988, p.77): "... we are not told the
criterion of success or failure of the arcana test,
and without this the article is so much hot air.
We are urged to repeat the test for ourselves an impossibility with the information supplied."
c) Editorial impropriety. The last three
quotes suggest that the editor of the Australian
Physicist is remiss in allowing a half-baked
article to be published.
E.L. Deacon was
merely "astonished" but Dr Macey went further:
"I was sorry to see the Physicist publishing that
paper by the two McCuskers as to me it breaks
the fundamental laws of physics publication. In
reporting experimental results in print it is
essential that the methods used to get them be
described in complete detail ... ".
At the Fourth Annual Skeptics Convention
in Sydney, Easter 1988, President Barry
Williams awarded the Australian Physicist a
dishonourable mention as runner-up in the
"Bent Spoon" award. Dr Macey, twisting the
knife further in AP's editor, wrote to AIP
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President Dr John Collins suggesting that AP
should have won the award and that those
responsible for bringing the AIP into such
disrepute should be replaced. The editor may
have agonised long and hard about the
decision to accept the McCuskers' paper and in
retrospect the President may have wished he
didn't. See him squirm in AP October 1988,
p.247, in reply: "my personal judgement would
have been not to publish ... ".
·
Perhaps the criticisms of the editor are
unwarranted, not because parapsychology has
been given an airing in such a respectable
scientific journal but because the editor was
neglectful in not insisting on more details
regarding experimental procedure.
Only 22
(7%) of the 325 lines in the McCuskers' article
were about this.
The editor shouldn't have worried - he is
in prestigious company. Nature published Targ
and Puthoff's now thoroughly discredited work
on ESP with less than 3% on procedure. But at
least Nature carried an editorial disclaimer
warning that the work had experimental design
flaws and lacked rigour but was published to
show readers what was happening in psi
research.
New Scientist was conned by a
Czechoslovak telepathy hoax16 and the lnstltute
of Electronics Engineers published Targ and
Puthoff's also discredited research of Geller's
"remote viewing" or out-of-body experience17.
d) Lack of a theory. Only by producing a
theory capable of deductive development and
with verifiable predictions can parapsychology
be separated from the occult.
One of the
current, most respected psi researchers, R.A.
McConnell of the University of Pittsburg, admits
that
"parapsychology
is
pre-paradigmatic
18
because it has no theory" .
It is worth
mentioning this now, even though no letterwriter takes this line of attack, because
Mccusker tries to come to grips with this
criticism in his October 1988 reply in AP. It is
also worth noting that psychology itself has no
theories, but that parapsychologists do not often
mention this as it calls into question the already
shaky status of psychology as a science.
Continued over
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e) Ad hoe stratagems. Evidence against
psi is twisted to become evidence for psi.
Deacon reminds us of the two instances in
which Mccusker obtained a good agreement
with probability theory: "That Brian Mccusker
obtained a null result with the Tarot cards might
be explained by him being either less
perceptive or more preoccupied". Mccusker,
while not avoiding the issue, suggests that the
failure to disprove probability in this case is
because "these last two trials were for only 365
selections each" (p.21 ).
Even McConnell is guilty of ad hoe
stratagems.
His 1982 re-evaluation 19 of his
1948-50 dice rolling psychokinetic research
found a disappointing absence of a significant
deviation from chance in the experiment as a
whole but careful examination turned up an
intra-session scoring decline (decline effect)
that occurred every quarter page of results. He
was not testing a pre-formed hypothesis but
merely discovered, a posteriori, this "quarterpage decline". You may laugh, but McConnell,
like Jane English, exclaimed "If a hypothesis
can be completely stated before an experiment
is first tried, either the problem is trivial or the
possible outcomes are circumscribed by an
accepted theoretical framework."20
I wonder if Prof Mccusker has read
McConnell.
After 166,752 throws of a die,
McConnell lamented "The ultimate skill in the
analyst is to predict (fairly, of course, without
peeking at the data) just what kind of
computation will yield a small probability, while
eschewing
other
tests
of
significance.
Parapsychologists must exercise caution in
planning the formal analysis of an experiment
least a statistically significant finding be
swamped by a host of chance probabilities."21
He probably didn't read it. There's too much
(23%) on experimental method and procedural
control. This leads us into statistics.
f) Statistics.
Most writers attacked the
McCuskers over the issue of statistical analysis.
Two of the most extensive replies were from
Scott (April 1988, p.77) and Henry and Kondo
(May 1988, p.102-3).
Both letters argue that small subconscious
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omIssIons of cards from daily selections can
account for the disagreements with probability
theory. It is staggering to think that zero to one
omissions, that is just one card which is
subconsciously avoided, can account for all of
Jane English's results.
Brian McCusker's
results can be accounted for by zero omissions
in one case (that's where he confirmed
probability theory) or zero to three omissions for
another. Eden is accounted for a 4-5 card
omission and Cherie with a 12 card omission.
McCusker's reply in the October issue is
fascinating (see below). A score of 20/20 under
perfect control, repeatable on demand, would
be much more persuasive.
For a detailed critical review of G. Spencer
Brown's work cited by the McCuskers, readers
should seek out Malcolm Turner in the Journal
of the American Society for Psychical Research
(ASPR), 55 (1961 ): 112-117.
Numerous
problems with Brown's unorthodox treatment
are discussed.
6.
Association with the Occult.
Don
Laycock argues that "the authors ... appear to
give veiled credence to the occult view that the
cards are in some way 'mystical' or have hidden
powers· - such as altering the laws of
probability".
It is easy to link parapsychology with other
rejected forms of knowledge that emphasise
spirituality, psychic powers, survival of the soul
and other traditional religious concerns.
Parapsychology can be castigated as a
reversion to a prescientific religio-mystic
tradition. It rn;-iy be unfair and ad hominem but it
contains a grain of truth. "Phone Calls from the
Dead" doesn't enhance the scientific image of
parapsychology.
7. Tensions in Psi Research. Recall that
the
McCuskers
claimed
probability and
classical physics were "realistic, materialistic,
deterministic and reductionist".
Their Tarot
experiments, they claim, contradict this view of
the universe, but is in harmony with quantum
mechanics. Their most savage attack comes in
their October 1988 reply - more on that later.
J.G. Pratt, in the Journal of the ASPR (72,
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1978, p.129) writes that parapsychology should
remain true to the motives of the founders of
psychical research and "struggle to overthrow
materialism". By aping science and ignoring
the critics, he says, will make parapsychology a
mere cult.
"Instead, parapsychology should
struggle to force the acceptance of a
scientifically [based] mind-body dualism".
Rhine21, on the other hand, advocated
"adopting camouflage for psi's inherent antimaterialism". He saw it as bridging "the cult of
Spiritualism and the mechanistic philosophy of
Science"22 even though he believed that only
science and its methods were competent to
establish the truths of religion , refute
materialism "and the dangerous doctrine of
communism". The paradox appearing in the
McCuskers' work is apparent: using a
materialistic philosophy to defeat materialism:
using probability to disprove itself.
Parapsychology began not because of
any anomalies encountered in scientific
research but because science appeared to
threaten the concept of a soul. The Mccusker
research, like all psi research, is an attempt to
challenge the mechanistic world view rather
than study anomalies, no matter how the
research is cloaked.
The quest is for anomalies which can't be
explained by science. It has to be a quasireligious motivation. It just has to be. As Garrett
points out, "more than one hundred years of
parapsychology has failed to produce a
replicable success", so surely they would have
given up a long time ago otherwise.
THE RESPONSE

After a torrid time from AIP members, the
editorial board invited the McCuskers to reply to
comments and criticism. The reply, "Science,
Probability and Scientism" (AP, October 1988,
pp.243-47) by Brian Mccusker and Cherie
Sutherland is blood curdling stuff. It introduces
new ideas as foreshadowed in the first article
which makes it too divergent to discuss in a
limited space. Readers with an hour to spare
will find the whole article of interest - there's
something to irritate everyone.
Their first point is to establish that the
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Einsteinian branch of physics is in error by 46
standard deviations and the quantum branch by
a factor of 1Q46. "Obviously, we need to take a
very searching look at the fundamental axioms
and assumptions of physicists, that is to say, at
their belief systems"
and "So today many
alleged practitioners of science have a set of
belief systems (or dogmas) that are in accord
with reality". Mccusker wipes out materialism
with the argument that Aspect and his coworkers claim their results rule it out. That's
what I call sweeping.
Answering the Charges
On fraud and deception, Mccusker claims
"if one engages in the experiment in good faith
then one does not cheat" and suggests ways
that others could use to overcome these
problems- like closing your eyes.
But he and friends didn't close their eyes,
and it is unconscious bias we are worried about
here.
He then reminds us about the "many
experiments which have demonstrated the
failure of the axiom". He again cites Rhine in
the same breath as "tight protocol". This I can't
believe.
Garrett mentioned Rhine's ~:loppy
protocol but Mccusker persists.
Today,
parapsychologists who want the scientific
establishment to take their work seriously do not
offer for inspection the evidence that previous
generations of psychic researchers believed
sufficient - the findings of Wallace, Hare,
Crookes, Soal or Rhine. McCusker is one of the
few who still do. Instead, they ask us to look at
the trends and patterns they find in research
programs
carried
out · in
different
parapsychological laboratories.
So Mccusker cites Warner and Raible
(1947) in the USA who experimented with cardguessing using a Zener deck.
The
experimenters were in an upstairs room and the
only method of communication with the subject
was with an electric light used to signal when
she was ready to guess the next card.
Mccusker missed one thing.
In "Science:
Good, Bad and Bogus" (Prometheus, 1981 ),
Martin Gardner showed how a "time-delay"
code can be used and was used in a recent
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experiment using light signals by Charles Tart.
Another cheat!
Other research by Jahn and Dunne (1987)
using a microelectronic random event generator
appears to support psi. Mccusker claims that
their 250,000 trials confirm Rhine's findings.
One to Mccusker.
McConnell's work 18 with
166,752 thaws of a die concludes the opposite.
Hardly definitive proof.
Criticism by Ors Henry and Kondo that
card omission could account for the results is
dismissed by Mccusker. He said he was aware
of the "subliminal awareness" hypothesis before
starting. He examined the cards later and found
that there was not the sufficient difference in
back-patterns required. Martin Gardner once
said that "If a researcher submitted a paper ... in
which the author was both subject and
experimenter, the paper would be rejected."
Mccusker
describes
the
shuffling
procedure, fanning and selection.
My Tarot
book (Sasha Fenton, Aquarian , 1987) says you
must keep the cards in a drawstring bag or a
silk scarf to insulate the cards from outside
influences. Other people should not be allowed
to mess about with them or they will pick up
cross vibrations and you should work up a new
pack by laying out each card on top of a card
from an old deck. Now did Cherie do this?
How can we test your hypothesis as you keep
suggesting unless we know all the details. Did
Cherie use an Annual spread , a Consequences
spread or a Celtic Cross? In Unicorn (March ,
1989) Tarot professional Stephanie Hayward
says that fooling with Tarot is like "sitting on a
pile of dynamite playing with matches". Brian
Mccusker, you should warn Australian Physicist
readers of this! Are you trying to blow us all up?
Dr H.G. Scott commented in one letter that
you can't test the validity of axiom with methods
which depend on the truth of the axiom .
Mccusker says: sure you can - the proof is a
proof by reductio ad absurdum. Who's right?
Mccusker replies to Scott's other point
about the profitability of casinos proving
probability theory. Landing men on the moon
doesn't prove Newtonian physics. Touche. He
does say though that a large number of
successful predictions does not prove the truth

of a theory. Popper agrees. But Mccusker
can't leave this one alone.
He says "one
incorrect prediction proves its falsity. One case
... is enough to wreck classical probability
theory."
This myth of the single, crucial
experiment
has
resulted
in
needless
controversy and has contributed to the False
Dichotomy. Antony Flew is just one who has
argued that a single, unreplicated event that
allegedly attests to a miracle is simply an
historical oddity that cannot be part of scientific
argument.
"So again we suggest to our readers, if
you find our alleged facts hard to swallow, try
the experiment for yourselves ... " (Mccusker
p.247).
McCusker's motivation is irrelevant to the
evaluation of his claims. It is important in
understanding the persistence of his claims and
the claims of other parapsychologists. And it is
the claims that come under sustained attack
from the scientific community.
The history of science is littered with
instances of dogmatic scientists persisting with
degenerating research programs in spite of
overwhelming evidence to the contrary. That
their persistence has often paid off and their
paradigm re-emerged supreme is a testimony to
the tenacity of scientists and the power of
scientific philosophy.
To abandon probability theory because of
one unsettling experiment is naive. Mccusker
is naive to expect it to happen. But then again,
the articles are only half scientific. This is like
being half pregnant. It's either scientific or it's
not; and it's not.
As long as the need exists to find meaning
in life beyond that which is forthcoming from a
materialist philosophy, the search for the
paranormal will go on , probably until the end of
history.
Richard Walding, B.App.Sc., Grad Dip Tch , MSc, MPhil,
ARACI, is a physics and chemistry teacher at Moreton Bay
College, Brisbane. He is an associate of the AIP.
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SKEPTICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Experiencing a

Ghost House

GREGG THOMPSON

During January this year, I was invited to
witness the expulsion of "spirits" from a
"haunted" house outside Beaudesert, near
Brisbane. I had the opportunity of meeting the
"medium" Glenys, who could supposedly
communicate with lost souls who had died but
had never passed through to the "light" on the
other side. These souls were, therefore, still
roaming around on this world and frequently
performing mischievous deeds.
I was invited to attend by my friend Nikki
who is a professional photographer. She was
there to photograph the house and ghosts for a
reporter, Joan, who was covering the event in
order to publish ghost stories in Picture
magazine and elsewhere. On the way there,
the reporter explained that there was no doubt
in her mind that supernatural things must occur.
The reporter had previously told us of the
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medium's involvement with a "scientific study" of
metaphysical events conducted by .Queensland
University. On questioning the medium herself
in the car, she informed me that it was actually a
chap from Griffith University who investigated
one of her "contacts" with the other side. She
ridiculed him because he could find nothing
supernatural during her performance.
I did not let on that I was a Skeptic, so that
I could see a typical spirit exorcism. They
recounted how the reporter supposedly was
pushed out of the room by a ghost on their last
encounter. This sounded too good to be true,
so I was looking forward to either a good
exhibition or, if my luck could be so good, a truly
amazing physical phenomenon that would bear
serious scientific investigation.
We arrived with a large chain of electrical
storms lighting up the southern horizon. Before
we got out of the car, Glenys warned us of the
history of this "evil" house. The medium wanted
us to believe that there had been a string of
gruesome murders and suicides, all of which
seemed so over the top that they were most
likely taken out of horror comics or B grade
horror movies.
As an example, one fellow
suicided by hanging himself on meat hooks,
another had stabbed his Alsation dog to death
under the house, etc, etc.
When we stepped outside the car, the
medium saw a blue and a white light coming
out of the distant bush. She said they were
probably spirits arising from the cemetery in that
direction. I suggested that it would more likely
that those lights were simply street or house
lights further down the road. She agreed that
was a possibility and that we should investigate
before leaving later that night. Not only did this
house have ghosts but, last time she was there,
UFOs were seen coming and going in the
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western sky. It seemed I had hit the jackpot!
As we were about to pass through the
front gate, she told us we'd feel and smell the
evil of the place just as she'd done on previous
occasions.
She went in first, followed by myself. As
she predicted, she shuddered at the gate and
said she could feel it was going to be a bad
night. I couldn't help feeling this was for my
benefit to get m~. in the mood by the power of
suggesti.011, .If it was, it didn't work. I felt nothing
and told-h~r so, and went on to meet the people
who lived there.
Haunted house
The house was rented by a Maori woman
in her early thirties; her 16 year old son and two
daughters about 12 and 8 years old.
The
husband was away, and they were glad as he
thought the whole thing was a load of hogwash.
The lady's mother and father were also there,
as well as the medium's husband who had
arrived to assist her.
The house was a typical, small
weatherboard home on 1.5 metre stumps with
two tanks, a front verandah and in need of some
simple repairs.
The · medium first proceeded under the
house to find the "ley lines" with her wire sticks
usually used for so-called "water divining".
What this had to do with ghosts she couldn't
explain. It seemed like nothing more than a
meaningless preamble attempting unsuccessfully to impress her small audience. She
lost interest when I remarked that I too knew
how "water divining" worked. I asked her if
she'd seen a documentary on TV a few years
ago where the country's best diviners gathered
at North Ryde for the $30,000 prize money
available for diviners who could consistently
find underground water. The diviners believed
it was a cinch, until they were tested
scientifically only to find not one of them could
get much above chance, let alone a hit every
time.
On entering the house, she explained to
the family that she got rid of the ghosts last time
and that they shouldn't be afraid. I asked if she
could get rid of them permanently. "Oh yes,"
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she replied firmly.
"Then why are we here
now?" I asked innocently. In contradiction to
her previous statement, she replied that they
can come back! (Especially if you need to
justify a bit more photography for a story, I
thought.) Strangely, this family which reportedly
was so affected by the ghosts seemed not the
least bit perturbed to me.
The Exorcism
The medium walked into one of the
bedrooms and asked me to hold her torch. Her
husband stood close to her and soon she
began to quiver and go into an apparent trance.
She then muttered some aggressive words in a
distorted voice and thrashed around a little
while her husband stood behind her telling the
"spirit" possessing her that it must go to the
"light" where it can find peace and pass through
to the other side.
It must have done just as he suggested
because she soon recovered as she slumped in
a chair. Both the medium and her husband kept
commenting that that spirit was a real bad one!
If that meagre episode was bad, I hope they
never go and see the movie "Poltergeist", as
they would surely have a cardiac arrest before
half tim·e!
I must admit to a great temptation to bung
on a really good acting job together with some
special effects lighting and sound to make them
think a real wild spirit had possessed me and
scare the hell out of them. It would be most
interesting to see such people's reaction,
especially if the spirit condemned them for
faking contact with its world and warned them
never to do so again.
.This boring show was conducted twice
more that night. Most of the household didn't
even bother to watch. I didn't blame them if
they'd seen it before.
Earlier that night I was told by the reporter
that the medium's voice changed completely
from one spirit to another and that she could talk
with accents and slang peculiar to the earliest
settlers, so I was looking forward to this aspect
of the night's entertainment.
I was bitterly
disappointed. Our medium simply distorted her
voice to sound lower and more gravelly or
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menacing, regardless of whether it was a male
or female spirit. The lack of creativity was
appalling.
The final "spirit cleansing" was done in a
bedroom where the photographer had asked
me to replace the hanging light bulb with a UV
bulb for effect. This was the climax, so she had
to fall to the floor with this one. Much to the
·disappointment of myself and the reporter, all
the medium's husband could say was "Go to the
Light". No questions were asked. The "spirit"
snarled and said to us "You all think this is a
joke, don't you."
Ghosts

The reporter claimed that she saw an
elderly woman lying on the bed and hoped that
the camera had recorded it, even though noone else could see it, including the medium.
The reporter and the medium couldn't agree
about the appearance of the ghost. Lo and
behold, nothing extraordinary turned up on the
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for the occasion and seemed to me to be
treating the ghosts as simply an excuse for
some visitors and the possibility of some · small
degree of notoriety in a pulp magazine.
I reminded them that we should
investigate the "spirit" lights in the cemetery
before leaving, even though the storm was just
breaking overhead. On reluctantly driving down
the road, they were disappointed that the lights
were coming from some houses past the
cemetery. On returning past the cemetery, the
medium exclaimed "Did you see that? People
or things moving about in the cemetery." We
reversed and got her spotlight from the boot. It
was simply the reflection of our headlights off
the wet headstones.
On the way home, even the reporter and
the medium said that they were of the opinion
that "the grandmother brings the ghosts with her
when she comes and takes them home when
she leaves".

film.

It was said that the two young girls had
been terrified by a ghost which had lifted the
end of their bed and shaken it so violently that
they were being thrown up and down. This
sounded impressive - the stuff I was looking for.
I asked the girls on their own if they had seen
any ghosts, whether they had ever had the bed
shake or been thrown off, and they answered
no to all my questions.
During a discussion with everyone in the
lounge,
it
became
apparent that the
grandmother was the main perpetrator of these
tales. She was the one who would see the
ghosts in detail going to have a shower and
other such things.
The boy had heard only some noises.
The Maori grandfather believed but had not
seen them and his daughter said she believed
in ghosts, but had difficulty recounting
convincing occurences.
The grandmother was scaring the
youngest girl by making her believe that the
house was full of ghosts and that she would
protect her granddaughter if any tried to kill her.
I thought this was a bit much.
The children's mother had baked a cake

Medium Glenys Mackay standing in front of a "ghostly apparttion. She and author friend. Joan
Star. believe that the brilliant light in this photograph is proal of a ghost summoned by the
medium. They claim that the ghost's eyes are the slightly darker hollows silhouetted against the
ceiling and tts shoulders and arms are the portions extending beyond the edge of the room and
across Glenys' face. They believe that no light was on at the time of the exposure and that the
light source was that of the ghost. In fact, on obtai ning the negative. tt was discovered that a light
hanging in the centre of the passageway was on. reflecting off a painting behind the medium's
face, a door at the end of the hall, the opposite wall of the passage and the ceiling whe,e
undulations create the ·eyes of the ghost.
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AN EXPERIMENT WITH
CREATIONIST "SCIENCE"

Creationist Credibility Crisis
Part II: The double blind test
IANPLIMER
Readers will recall the Winter 89 issue of The
Skeptic wherein I set about to prove the
hypothesis that Creation "scientists" distort,
misquote and lie about the existing body of
scientific fact, fabricate data, create "scientific
facts" ex nihilo, undertake no new research, fit
their "facts" to preordained dogma and do not
critically examine their own ideas.
The Creation Science Foundation were
provided with a common rock specimen on July
23, 1988 comprising a fibrous clay mineral
which looked look paper.
Without testing,
examining, undertaking research or soliciting a
mineralogist's
opinion,
Andrew
Snelling
(director, CSF) published an article about this
specimen under a subheading "Paper in Rock"
in the October 1988 issue of Creation Science
Prayer News.
I quote from this article: "This wouldn't
matter much, except the rock is supposed to be
more than 200 million years old. Consequently
the evolutionary geologists can't allow it to be
paper because man supposedly wasn't around
then. They conveniently ignore it as an oddity."
This was the test of creationist credibility
which Andrew Snelling failed miserably. Most
simple scientific tests have a double checking
procedure, generally in the form of a double
blind test.
The credibility of the Australian
creationist movement was also exposed to this
double checking test and the results are
described below.

Chronology
July 23, 1988 - Specimen of "paper in
rock" sent to Creation Science Foundation from
a safe source (see The Skeptic, Winter 89).
July - October 1988 - "State-of-the-art"
research by the Creation Science Foundation.
October 1988 - Publication of their results

undertaken by
Andrew Snelling.
This
"research", from one very doubtful rock
specimen received unsolicited in the mail,
showed that all science and history are
incorrect. Results of their "discovery" of "paper
in rock" were communicated to the CSF's lay
audience in their own broadsheet Creation
Science Prayer News under a section titled
"Getting it right".
December 1988 - Plimer writes the article
on "paper in rock" entitled "Creationist
Credibility Crisis" and submits it to The Skeptic.
March 25, 1989 - Plimer addresses the
Annual Convention of the Australian Skeptics
on "Creationist Credibility Crisis" but only
describes Part I of the experiment on creationist
credibility.
April 19, 1989 - Andrew Snelling presents
his normal creation "science" case at the
Bendigo CAE.
Plimer arranges for Patrick
Lyons (Western Mining Corporation geologist)
to challenge Snelling at question time about the
"paper in rock". A vigorous exchange results.
Plimer anticipates this exchange and arranges
for Lyons to inform Snelling that the "paper in
rock" is the mineral palygorskite. Knowing full
well that the mineral was not palygorskite,
Plimer sits back and waits for Snelling's
retraction.
May 1989 - Under the heading "Research
News" in Creation Science Prayer News is an
article about "'Paper' in rock".
There is no
admission that the data was made up, no
retraction and no apology to the Christian lay
audience who were misled by the leaders of
the creationist sect. Instead we read: "Because
the sample contained what definitely looked like
thick paper or cardboard, there was always the
temptation to rush into print and sensationalise
the discovery." Elsewhere we read: "However,
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information now to hand suggests that it is
highly likely the 'paper' may be the mineral
palygorskite ... ".
May 1989 - Publication of the article in the
Winter 89 issue of The Skeptic on "Creationist
demonstrated
which
Crisis"
Credibility
Snelling's use of fabricated data. The article
only contained Part I of the credibility test.
Double check of creationist
credibility
The specimen in question contains neither
"paper in rock" nor the clay mineral
It contains attapulgite, a clay
palygorskite.
mineral very similar to palygorskite. Attapulgite
is used as "cat litter" and it would be tempting to
write that the creationists are up to their neck in
it.
Simple hand specimen examination can
clearly demonstrate that the material is a clay
mineral and in the attapulgite-palygorskite
group. The technique for differentiating the two
is a simple, cheap, well-known technique (X-ray
diffraction) which would cost the CSF only $20 if
they were genuinely concerned about "getting it
right". Andrew Snelling has a PhD in geology
from the University of Sydney, has presumably
been taught the X-ray diffraction technique and
has used X-ray 01ff raction . It would have taken
two minutes of Snelling's time and $20 of CSF
money to get it right, however the CSF
apparently chose to fit "facts" to their
preordained dogma.
Discussion
The sequence of events described in this
article shows that the CSF published the
discovery of "paper" in rock after receiving an
unsolicited sample from an unknown location.
After considerable time and after receiving
further hearsay evidence, the CSF, in an
apparent endeavour to save some vestige of
credibility, then published the statement that the
"paper" "may have been" palygorskite. As it
happens, the material is attapulgite.
It is quite clear that at no stage was any
research carried out into the nature of the
substance contained in the rock sample. A very
simple test would have revealed that the
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A slightly more
substance was not paper.
that it was not
shown
complex test would have
palygorskite.
If we consider that the discovery of paper
in a rock sample would have provided strong
fundamental
the
for
support
evidential
hypothesis of creation "science", ie that the
Earth is young, then it is incredible that no
research into this phenomenon was conducted.
Failure to do this research gives a great deal of
support to Plimer's contention that the CSF is
not interested in science, research or in facts,
but is merely concerned with the publication of
"facts" that fit a preconceived dogmatic position.
Conclusions
The CSF has been fooled not once but
twice by the same sample. It has proved that it
is unable to distinguish between cat litter and
paper, · which might suggest to the more
perceptive of its supporters an alternative use
for the CSF's many publications. It will be
interesting to see just what explanation, if any,
the CSF can offer to its adherents for its
lamentable failure to verify its conclusions and
to learn by its mistakes.
Of itself, it is unimportant that the CSF is
so ignorant of scientific procedures that it can
be fooled so easily (scientific illiteracy is not a
crime - it is just a shame). It is not even of much
importance if the CSF should choose to
promulgate specious "facts" to its subscribers,
who always have the option of not renewing
their subscriptions.
What is of concern to the rest of us is that
the Creation Science Foundation should
publicly proclaim itself to be a body involved in
scientific research and that it should seek, using
political tactics, to have its peculiar brand of
science
in the
included
pseudoscience
curricula of our nation's schools.
It has not been a good year for
creationists. It is easy to understand why the
mainstream churches feel that the creationist
sect is extremely damaging to Christianity,
especially as the creationist leaders actually
claim to be Christians.
The perverse haste of creationists to
publish their "science" (October 1988) and their
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feeble, face-saving retraction (May 1989) again
demonstrated their lack of respect for truth.
Other examples are numerous. For example,
the March 8, 1989 issue of The Australian
Baptist (Vol 77, No 5, p.6) contains a letter by
Carl Wieland (managing director, Creation
Science Foundation) wherein he informs many
of his sect's supporters that the CSF knowingly
promoted their booklet of quotes by scientists
("The Quote Book") despite an unacceptable
number of err-ors and the fact that this booklet
has been described by scientists as "a pack of
lies"!
Such experiments on credibility Skeptics
have
undertaken
with
water
diviners,
numerologists, faith healers, creationists and
other charlatans of similar ilk.
Such
experiments are just so easy - the depth of
dishonesty of creationist leaders is infinite and
their amoral behaviour is so predictable.
Skeptics who ask "what is next?" will just
have to wait.
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PALMISTRY & CRYSTALS

Quack Attack: Part IV
HARRY EDWARDS

Concluding the Skeptics' assessment, in
collaboration with People magazine, of
purveyors of the paranormal.
Palmistry or chiromancy is an old and well
established belief that an individual's character
and the events in their life can be read by
studying the creases and mounds in the palm of
the hand. It is a method of divination dating
back to ancient India and Egypt, and ~n modern
times is traceable to the 16th century.
The three major lines are those of life,
heart and head; these, together with a number
of subsidiary lines, curvatures, lengths, depths
and forks, etc, are explained in various ways to
be the manifestation of the person's inner state,
reflecting aspects of that person's personality,
characteristics and physique.
The length of the life line is used to
determine, among other things, the approximate
date of an individual's death. According to one
palmist, I died ten years ago! (In respect of
brain death, some might concur!) Others foretell
the number of children one can expect, future
financial and social successes and romantic
potential.
As in tarot reading, astrology and psychic
consultations, the information passed on is
usually solicited from the client in the first place,
then relayed back mixed with vague,
ambiguous and general observations;
any
perceived accuracy afforded a reading is
brought about by the client's willingness to selfvalidate.
To critically evaluate a palm reading
presents a problem. First, the study would have
to span the lifetime of the individual, and
second, it would be difficult to impose any
controls over "self-fulfilling" prophecies where
one takes a prediction so seriously as to cause
it to come true.

Jogindar Singh Pradham, who advertises
as Mr Jogi, describes himself as a "scientific
palmist". For reasons best known to himself, he
did not want the reporter to tape the session,
prefering to write his observations down on
paper.
None were made about the reporter's past
or present, and the future was limited to the
following:
* Life would change for the better at age 26 and

a half;
At 27 or 28, there would be great
disappointment;
* At 35, a stable life would be sought and found;
* At 42 and 48, the best periods in life would be
experienced;
* A comfortable life after the age of 63 will be
enjoyed, and expectancy of life would be 78.
*

Unlike the previous prognosticators in this
series, Mr Jogi makes no mention of bad back
or lung problems, marriage or children. There
are
no
comments
on
the
subject's
communication and creative abilities and
nothing about his friends or family.
The "predictions", using a very liberal
interpretation of the word, span a period of 55
years, and their vagueness hardly bears any
further comment.
Mr Jogi does, however, supply his clients
with a poorly typed biograph, full of spelling
mistakes and couched in peculiar English, in
which he makes some extraordinary claims.
He elevates himself to the status of a
"scientific palmist"; scientific meaning "agreeing
with tha rules, principles or methods of science",
a prerequisite of which is that to have any
credence, a hypothesis must be supported by
the facts.
Mr Jogi, far from using facts, refers to
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"planets having influences on Earth", without
defining or substantiating the existence of those
influences. He says that "different parts of the
body are dominated by certain planets", but we
are not told how, and that "certain adverse
vibrations can be removed by prescribing a
particular stone to be worn in a ring on the
finger", again without any medical or scientific
explanations.
All are, in fact, ancient beliefs undergoing
a New Age revival.
Referring to himself in the third person
singular, Mr Jogi goes on with the following
verbatim quote:
"He has 35 yrs experience in Palmistry and Astronumerology. He can read palm and can tell past, present
and future of any person keeping in view the main lines,
tiny lines, mounts, signs and spots and also can describe
the abilities, charactor and qualities of a person. He
prescribe lucky and favourable stones to eliminate the bad
effects of planets. Our sun light has seven colours
representing seven planets having influence on Earth. As
human being we observe heat and cold and also colours
from the ray.
The body and hand is divided into seven parts and each
portion is dominated by a certain planet. Mr Jogi can
assess from the development of Hand, the deficit rays in
the body causing various ailments, bad luck, incidents and
accidents, dis-appointments and also benefits, good luck
etc; He has also the concentration, increasing the Will
Power and thus tunning up the MIND. His belief is "If the
mind is tunned up, one can touch the highest peak of
success in life". On numerology he has created his own
formulas clubbed with Astrology thus giving a clear view of
the planets ruling at the time of birth. It helps in having
adjustments in life as some times there is big conflict
between numbers of name and date of birth. Since one
canot change the date of birth, one can make some
amendments in the name. It also give help in finding if the
life partner is being influenced by the favourable/
opponent planets and certain vibration like 4 & 8 can be
removed by prescribing some particular stones. The stone
must touch the skin in any finger as the rays will be
penetrated through Nervous Pads (fingers) into the
nervous system. Many people have tried Mr Jogi's theory
and found helpful in controlling the emotions and
ultimatley removing the personal difficulties. Mr Jogi's vast
experience having collected thousands of hand-prints and
examining different diseases in Hospitals and observing
criminal hands in Jails. Now he is planning to write his
findings in five volumes and also will write about his
successful experiments about the effects of various
stones on human body and mind. He has got
arrangements of framing detailed
Computorised
HOROSCOPE giving each year's detail of life.
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In his opinion every child and young person should have
Horoscope to know the influence of planets on future life
and thus getting planetary advice for achievements. A
correct Horoscope can be proved an assets of life."

Sic! Sic! Sic! I kid you not - can't wait to
read the book!
It would
appear from
Mr Jogi's
advertisements and the ultimate paragraph of
his biograph, that palmistry is secondary to the
selling of "lucky stones" and horoscopes.
The reporter was offered a ring in which a
red agate was set in such a fashion that it would
touch the skin and which would allegedly send
vibrations through the body to help him from
being oversensitive. Cost - $65.00.
Mr Jogi's response to my brief analysis
was similar to the other subjects examined, that
I had not properly studied the facts and that he
could provide the names of 300 people who
can say that he had been accurate in his
observations.
In view of the absence of facts, it was
difficult to be objective. In respect of the 300
satisfied clients, I can only conclude that
Phineas T. Barnum was very conservative in his
estimate that one is born every minute!
Crystals
Although crystals are not (yet!) being used
for divinatory readings, the People reporter
interviewed Eltja White, proprietor of the
Balmain occult shop "Mysteries" to find out
something about them.
His interview, like those with the two
astrologers, was omitted from the article which
appeared in People magazine, but is included
here to complete the series.
-Ms White opened her shop after visiting
Egypt in 1986 where, she claims, "she had a
strange experience when she went into a
pyramid and remained on a complete high for a
long time after".
As well as crystals, Ms White sells voodoo
dolls, love potions, masks used in tribal rituals,
and books on astrology, herbal medicines, the
occult and the supernatural in general.
Most intriguing are the various oil products
which she alleges "draw money to you". Put
some in your chequebook or wallet, on your
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hands or a Lotto ticket and the cash rolls in. Of
course, you have to think positively about it,
otherwise it won't work.
Crystals and their putative powers are a
New Age fad, and if only a_ fraction of the
alleged energies attributed to them had any
substance, we could do away with doctors and
medicine, close down our hospitals, and
convert our coal fired power stations to run on
pollution free crystal energy.
The claims made on their behalf range
from projecting energy to storing it; and from
protecting the owner from a range of illnesses to
curing them.
No matter how modest or
outlandish the claims, no evidence, data or
scientific evaluation is ever forthcoming in
support. (Much to the contrary, however, as can
be ascertained from Richard Chirgwin's article
on the subject in The Skeptic, Vol 8, No 3.)
Interest in crystals, and the sales
generated, originate with pseudo-scientific
articles
and
books
embellished
with
nonsensical New Age jargon, as in the
following quote from a crystal book read by Ms
White:
When the six faces of quartz join together to form a point, a
terminated crystal is born. When both ends of a crystal join
in this fashion, Double Tenninated Crystals are created.
These specialised crystals have the capacity to draw in as
well as emanate out [sic] energy from either end of the
crystal. By uniting the energies together [sic] in the
central body of the crystal, a Double Terminated Crystal
can then project that unified essence out from both ends.
This blending of forces allows the Double Terminated
Crystal to be used in specific medit~tions and advanced
telepathic practices.

If you are scratching your head, I can
assure you you're not the only one.
Credence in the supposed "energies"
emanating from crystals is based solely on the
say-so of New Age protagonists, endorsed by
anecdotal "evidence" by those who want to
believe, and encouraged by those who have a
vested financial interest.
While it cannot be denied that if one has
sufficient faith in a belief system it can in rare
cases
have
a
beneficial
effect
on
psychosomatic conditions, sticking a carrot in
one's ear and chanting "What's up doc?" would
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have the same efficacy as sitting with a $100
amethyst on one's head to cure a headache.
A successful salesperson would,
suggest, be expected to have some knowledge
of the product they were selling. In Ms White's
case, however, she appears to rely on the
unsubstantiated claims of others, and relates
the same fatuous argument put forward by
astrologers - "I don't know why it works, but it
does".
The truth is, of course, that it doesn't.
If something "works", then there are ways
and meanings of demonstrating it. In the case
of crystals, they are claimed to be able to "store
energy", "project energy" and "heal". Where is
the evidence?
The measure of Ms White's logic and
rationalisations can be summed up in the
following extract of interview:
Q. "Is it a case of the bigger the crystal the more

power it has?"
A. "Not necessarily, but if you put a really small
crystal against a large one there would be a
difference."
(I find the profundity of this
observation mind shattering.)
a. "A lot of people would say that the}' are
attractive ornaments and nothing else."
A. "People have been able to come in here and
tell which of my crystals came from South
America and which ones come from Australia.
One guy could tell by the vibrations - he was
spot on - that indicates that there was
something there."
It apparently did not occur to Ms White that
by studying the structure, formation and colour
of a mineral specimen, its geographical origin
can in most instances be determined.
While it is unlikely that even the most
enthusiastic New Age rock hound would carry
with him a goniometer and a petrological
microscope, he would no doubt know that as a
general rule, Brazilian amethysts tend to be of a
darker colour, smaller and with a more textured
surface than Australian amethysts, and that their
bases are often flat where they have been
attached to basalt.
Prof Ian Plimer, head of the geology
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department at the University of Newcastle,
confirms this by saying "Any decent amateur or
professional mineralogist can be handed a
specimen and tell you what it is and where it is
from, using crystal morphology, colour and
association of adhering rock or other minerals".
Based on Ms White's evidence, wine experts
must also be picking up vibrations. Stick a
bottle of chardonnay on your head next time
you have a hangover.
If in fact crystals did "vibrate" (in a
mechanical and physically experiential sense,
as distinct from the spectrographic but
physiologically non-detectable electromagnetic
vibrations of light), then the residents around
Thunder Bay in Canada would be suffering from
terminal jitters, as the huge outcrops of
amethysts I observed there during a vacation
are so common that they are used to build walls
around paddocks, foundations for houses,
chimney breasts and retaining walls!
A true test of whether a crystal's origin can
be determined by feeling the "vibrations" would
be to conceal some specimens from sight so
that only the tactile sense could be used to
determine which was which.
By her own admission (which must also
be the understatement of the year) Ms White
said "I haven't had a lot to do with crystals". Yet
with her limited and ill-informed knowledge, she
extolls their "healing" qualities and sells them to
the public.
When asked how they heal, Ms White told
how she once held a quartz crystal to her head
because she had a headache and had run out
of Panadol, and the headache went away.
With anecdotal "evidence" such as this, it
is interesting to speculate what the legal
standing of a New Age crystal shop proprietor
would be should a customer suffering
headaches unknowingly caused by a brain
tumour suffer a stroke and drop dead after trying
to cure it by using a quartz crystal
recommended by them, whether South
American or Australian!

Series conclusion
Following
the
publication
of
the
abbreviated article in People, I wrote to the
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magazine commenting on the absurd and
irrelevant reactions of the participating psychics.
My letter was not published. Perhaps why will
become obvious after reading the following
extract from a letter received from the erstwhile
editor prior to the investigation and at a time
when I was angling for a Skeptics columns in
that magazine. He now edits a new magazine
called The Picture, modelled on People, in
which his astro-psydkick, Garry Wiseman,
officiates over the illusions and delusions
department.
"While it is certainly in the public interest that a balanced
view of the paranormal is presented, a sceptics' column
would be too much of a downer, too negative for our
readers. I'm sure most of our readers are naturally
sceptical of the stories published in John Pinkney's
column, but at the same time are fascinated and intrigued.
A column as you suggest, telling them that UFOs and
ghosts probably don't exist, would not help to sell this
magazine."

Notwithstanding the lowly opinion of his
readers, and contrary to what he says about
their being sceptical, letters from them agreeing
with and supporting some of John Pinkney's
outrageous claims suggest otherwise.
However, he obviously considers, and no
doubt with some justification, that there is more
money in peddling boobs and balderdash than
codifying the more esoteric canons of
journalism.
A travesty perhaps? But then, that's life!
Footnotes: Mr Jogi ceased advertising following the
publication of the article in People. Kim Fontaine, the
Tarot reader discussed in Part Ill of this series, was asked
to comment on my analysis. She has not responded.
Harry !=dwards is national secretary and chief investigator for
Australian Skeptics.

"Skeptical"
Handbook on the Paranormal
only $7 including postage
from Canberra Skeptics
PO Box 555
Civic Square 2608
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Coltish Behaviour
ROSS MARTIN
As a crown prosecutor, scepticism (in the sense
that all assertions are to be examined critically
and investigated by reference to such
objectively verifiable facts as are available) is a
professional habit. However, it is rare that I ever
have occasion to bring that habit to bear, in a
professional sense, to any issues other than
quite mundane ones relating to the credibility of
burglars' alibis and so forth.
One case that sticks in my memory may
interest connoisseurs of ratbaggery. It related to
a
bizarre
North
Queensland
religious
community, headed by a man who claimed to
be able to go into a trancelike state during
which he literally spoke with a voice of Jesus
Christ.
During the trances, he would give
detailed instructions to his followers gathered
around, about how to live their lives, and about
the coming end of the known world (an event
known as "sangaa") when true disciples would
be taken to Heaven, clad in new heavenly
bodies and white raiment and returned to Earth
to live simply, travel and spread the word.
While the Voice was making his revelations, his
words would be transcribed, later to be digested
by the faithful in private contemplation.
An inner circle, consisting of a hierarchy of
male acolytes,
was charged with the
responsibility of giving comfort and support to
the Voice in his mission. I might add that the
Voice was already in a position of considerable
comfort, being fully supported by his followers in
a farm commune completely supplied with
properly
engineered
buildings
and
all
necessities.
The acolytes bore exotic titles such as
Pearlbearer, Crownbearer and Thronebearer,
and were made privy to "higher knowledge".
The acolytes spent their nights in the Voice's
apartment on the commune on the pretext that
they had to be available at any hour for the

wisdom that might pour forth from the Voice.
The higher knowledge consisted of such
gems as:
* Women, the daughters of Eve, are not to be
trusted;
* God values homosexual love higher than
heterosexual love;
* Adam and God had a sexual relationship in
Eden, but Adam, having seen the animals
coupling, asked God for a mate.
God
acquiesced on the condition that Adam not
forsake him, but Adam did forsake God
(sexually) and so was banished. This Divine
Snit is the "true" basis of original sin.
* The first thing Jesus did upon his resurrection
was reconsummate his relationship with his
beloved disciple, John.
Not surprisingly, the charge faced by the
Voice (and of which he was ultimately
convicted) was indecent assault on a male.
More surprising was the number of
followers he possessed (around 150 men,
women and children as I recall).
Not all
followers were specifically told the Voice's
sexual views, but I was informed that at least
reason for suspicion was there for anyone with
eyes to see. To the general run of follower, the
Voice adopted a facade of piety and sexual
purity.
The passion and sense of apocalypse the
trial generated among his followers and the
members of a disillusioned splinter group
responsible for the allegations against him also
surprised me. The approach of the Voice was
not to admit his homosexuality as a "weakness"
and ask for forgiveness (a la Jim and Tammy)
but, apparently, to make it a dogma of faith that
he was innocent.
Upon his arrest, I understand that he told
the faithful charges would not proceed; when
charges proceeded, he told them he would not
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be committed for trial; when committed for trial
that he would not be convicted. Despite the
doubts which the obvious failure of the Voice's
prophetic powers must have engendered, the
faithful remained firm in their belief. As far as I
know, they still do.
The Voice went to trial twice - the first (the
one which I prosecuted) miscarried as a result
of incorrect and inflammatory television
So thick was the atmosphere of
reporting.
paranoia surrounding the trial that when it
miscarried, the splinter group opposing the
Voice was convinced that the Voice was so
powerful and influential that he must have
planted stooges in the television station to
disrupt the trial, even though the television
report said things about the Voice far worse
than any of the Crown's actual allegations.
The splinter group were of the view that it
was a master stroke of subtlety for the Voice to
arrange such a television report, which no-one
would think emanated from the Voice himself.
The supporters of the Voice saw in the
television report the direct hand of the Divine,
disgracing the Voice publicly in order to save
him by forcing the abandonment of the trial.
Naturally, he was not disgraced among the "true
It is interesting how such a
believers".
proposition serves to reinforce the persecution
ideology of the community - "we of the higher
wisdom" versus "the evil outside" seems an
even more compelling world view if God
himself, through a television report, seems to be
doing his best to distance the community from
general public acceptance.
The Voice was eventually placed on a
bond, and the splinter group (still fervent
believers in the mainstream Christian tradition
but no longer followers of the Voice) lives as
next-farm neighbours of the Voice and his
supporters, waging theological battles of a
monumental insignificance.
In the end, one is left at a loss to know
what to feel for those whose lives have been
profoundly affected by the.Voice, some of whom
have followed the cult for decades, and indeed
for the Voice himself.
The members of the splinter group seem
merely to have transferred the absolute passion
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of their convictions in support of the Voice to
another cause, albeit a cause radically different
from that of their former faith. Of such people it
has been said that they cannot be convinced,
only converted. On the basis of my experience,
that is true.
Those still loyal to the Voice live in a logictight world where theory and evidence are
hopelessly confused. Any evidence at all is
"interpreted" as positive proof of the theory,
such "interpretation" occurring by reference to
the theory itself. This is so no matter how much
violence is done in the process to the common
sense such people would normally apply
unhesitatingly in other areas of their lives. A
great many of the people in both camps are
highly educated and intelligent. Pity for them
seems patronising, sorrow seems affected.
Their vice is merely to possess a proclivity to a
species of irrationality to which we are all prey.
Contempt for the Voice and his hypocrisy
is a harsh judgement - the evidence seems to
suggest that he was born into the cult, which
originated in Indonesia decades ago, and that
he is merely the latest incarnation of a line of
"Voices" (along a similar principle to that by
which the Phantom operates). Thus, the Voice,
while ·not free of responsibility, may plead in
mitigation that he is to some limited extent a
victim of his background.
I wish I had the wisdom to uncover a
"proper" repsonse to the moral dilemmas
presented by these people. An initial, unworthy,
response is mocking laughter followed by an
urge to try and sell the story to People
magazine.
Common decency suggests,
however. that people who devote their lives,
albeit misguidedly, to an ideal which they
perceive as high and noble deserve better. To
think c'i these people as deluded or mad does
not assist, since, clinically speaking, they are
neither. Perhaps they simply stand as warnings
against the perils of an excess of ideology,
kindred to the victims of the Cultural Revolution,
the Holy Innocents, and the Jonestown victims.
Nevertheless, to treat people simply as
danger signs is to ignore their complexity and to
ignore the extent to which they are innocent of
or responsible for their failings.
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The Fall of Lucifer
ALANTOWSEY
While in Brisbane last year, I went to Expo 88,
and was persuaded to visit the Pavilion of
Promise where, in a blaze of modern
technology, state of the art laser light animation
and special effects, the "highly acclaimed"
musical, The Scroll by Bruce Stacey, presented
the Christian story, from the fall of the angel
Lucifer (Satan) and the subsequent fall of Man
through to mankind's ultimate salvation, in
dramatic form.
When I was asked what I thought of it, I
remarked that it was a pity it began with a myth
about the fall of "Lucifer'' which does not appear
anywhere in the Bible.
(In case you are not familiar with it, it goes
as follows: Apparently the leading angel in
Heaven, called Lucifer, beautiful, brilliant and
majestic, the chief musician, second only to God
in Heaven, the "Son of the Morning", became
overweeningly proud, and wanted to take God's
place. He appears to have collected quite a
following among the angels, and for his pains
was cast out of Heaven, becoming the Devil,
and his followers becoming his demons. So he
decided to get his own back on God by
attacking God's new creation, Man, and luring
him away from the true path.)
Over the next few days, I was assailed by
born-again Christians who threw quotations at
me to "prove" me wrong. Most of them seemed
to me to have no relevance whatsoever (people
read into them what they will), but at least three
are worth considering. They are Isaiah 14:12Cultish behaviour ... from opposite
Such speculations are (for me at least)
interesting but ultimately idle, for I suspect there
is no "righteous" position to be taken, nor any
great purpose served in searching for one. The
challenge presented by people such as the
followers of the Voice is not met by navelgazing but by humbly attempting to dissuade
these people of their folly.

14, Revelation 12:7-9 and 2 Peter 2:4. So let's
take a look at them (from the Authorised
Version).
Isaiah 14:12-14: "How art thou fallen
from heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning!
How art thou cut down to the ground, which
didst weaken the nations! For thou hast said in
thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt
my throne above the stars of God: I will sit upon
the mo'unt of the congregation, in the sides of
the north: I will ascend above the heights of the
clouds; I will be like the most High."
Now that seems to clinch it, doesn't it?
Plain as the nose on your face! But hold on;
let's take a look back at the beginning of the
chapter. Verses 3-4 read (New English Bible:
"When the LORD gives you relief from your pain
and your fears and from the cruel slavery laid
upon you, you will take up this song of derision
over the king of Babylon:".
And verses 12-14 form part of the song
which follows. So what we really have in fact
refers, on the Bible's own authority, to the King
of Babylon, a taunt at his fall! As the content
clearly shows, it is a prophecy concerning the
downfall of Babylon. And further, why would
Lucifer say "I will ascend into heaven" if he was
already there?
The interesting thing is that, since in
Isaiah's time (the 8th century BC) the main
enemy was Assyria, with whom Babylon was
having just as much trouble as Judah, modern
scholars tend to think that Chapters 13 and 14
were written in the 6th century, with some
traditional material thrown in (Peake, 1982,
p.499). The name "Lucifer" does not appear in
any modern translation, and is probably due to
a misunderstanding by medieval translators.
The Hebrew word is helel, defined by
Brown , Driver and Briggs as "Shining One epithet of King Bablyon. Is. 14-12 ... How art
thou fallen, shining one, son of dawn, ie star of
the morning. (cf Assyrian mustilil: epithet of
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(Venus as) morning star.)" The Greek word
used in the Septuagint is e6sphoros, rendered
by Liddell and Scott as "Morn-bringing;
as
Subst., ... the Morning Star, Lat. Lucifer." In
Latin, lucifer means "light-bringing; the Morning
Star, the planet Venus" (Marchant and Charles).
So "Lucifer'' in fact refers to the planet
Venus, metaphoricaly applied to the King of
Babylon, whose coming fall is compared to the
planet Venus which rises in the morning for a
brief period of glory before being eclipsed by
the sun.
However, by New Testament times, the
legend had developed in detail among the
Jews that Satan had in fact been the leader of
the rebellious angels, who had apparently
refused to bow down before Adam, on the
grounds that they were made of light while he
was only made of clay, and as a result had
been cast out of heaven into hell.
The legend may indeed have been partly
due to a misunderstanding of Isaiah 14, and
partly due to the influence of Greek myths about
the struggle between Zeus and the giants for
the mastery of the universe (Asimov, 1981,
pp538-40). It finally found its way into the
pseudepigraphal "Book of Enoch", which is
referred to in Jude 14 and was well known to
the early Christians.
Strangely
enough,
the
wide-spread
currency of the story in the English-speaking
world seems due more to Milton's "Paradise
Lost", which develops a whole epic poem
around the legend [paralleled by the Dutch poet
Vondel's verse tragedy "Lucifer" (1654)), than to
anything else, even though most Englishspeaking Christians have never read it! In fact,
for many years I used to think that was where
the story came from, never having been able to
find it in the Bible.
Revelation 12:7-9: "And there was war
in heaven: Michael and his angels fought
against the dragon; and the dragon fought and
his angels, and prevailed n_ot; neither was their
place found any more in heaven. And the great
dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the
Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole
world: he was cast out into the earth, and his
angels were cast out with him."
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I was familiar with this, but it was the first
time I had ever heard the Book of Revelation, a
prophecy concerning things to come, used to
substantiate this myth.
If ; you read the whole chapter and study
the context, you will easily see that it all hangs
together to refer to a vision the author claims to
have seen regarding events yet to take place.
When I pointed this out, I was blandly informed,
yes, the book is about the future, but this
particular bit refers to the past!
On what
grounds that assertion can be substantiated I
cannot work out. The events described clearly
take place in sequence, and are linked
together. If one is past, they are all past; if one
is future, they are all future. If one had never
heard of the Lucifer myth (and we have seen
that there is no Old Testament authority for it) no
other interpretation would be possible.
Many scholars are agreed (Peake, 1982)
that the Book of Revelation was written about
the end of the 1st century AD or early in the 2nd.
Its author was not the same John who wrote the
gospel or the epistles - he does not claim to be.
It was quickly rejected by the early Church, on
the very sensible grounds that the events, which
it predipted would "soon" come to pass, very
obviously had not, and it was therefore
considered spurious. It was not till the 3rd
century that it somehow came to be regarded
more favourably.
It could scarcely be regarded then, in any
case, as a reliable witness to the myth we are
discussing.
2 Peter 2:4: "For if God spared not the
angels i that sinned, but cast them down to hell,
and d~livered them into chains of darkness, to
be reserved unto judgment;"
This epistle again is a spurious book. It
claims to have been written by the apostle
Peter, who died about AD 67. But modern
scholars are almost unanimously agreed
(Peake, 1982) that it was written much later,
somewhere in the first half of the 2nd century
AD, the last book of the New Testament to be
written.
Among the grounds for this view given by
Peake are the differences in style and approach
from 1 Peter, its reference to the letters of Paul
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as being already a body of scripture circulating
throughout the Church (which they certainly
were not at the time of Peter's death), and the
fact . that it uses a good deal of the Epistle of
Jude, which is ascribed by most Protestant
scholars to the early 2nd century, and even by
Catholics to after AD 80. The scholars point out,
c;imong other things, that Peter, an original
apostle, would scarcely have borrowed a
complete letter from Jude, who was not an
apostle, and that Jude would scarcely have
bothered to circulate as his own an extract from
an already well known letter of Peter.
Doubts as to its authorship and
authenticity were raised for some 300 years
after its first appearance; doubts which have
been confirmed by modern scholarship (Peake,
1982).

Why, then, was it ultimately accepted?
Probably because it offers a handy explanation
as to why Jesus had not returned before his
own generation had passed away, as he had
predicted in Matthew 24:34, Mark 13:30 and
Luke 21 :32, predictions which his followers
confidently believed.
But in any case, whether or not the book is
genuine, the verse quoted, according to Peake,
refers to Genesis 6:1-4, which tells how certain
angels were punished because they came
down and fathered children · by the beautiful
daughters of men, thus resembling the account
in Enoch, but in no way substantiating the
"Lucifer'' myth.
To sum up, then: the supposed reference
in Isaiah is a prophecy concerning the King of
Babylon, and the two New Testament
"references" not only refer to something quite
different, but are also contained in books of
doubtful authenticity.
There is also the logical objection to the
story: why would God permit a rebellion in
Heaven, of all places, when all he had to do
was point an omnipotent finger at the offenders,
and whoosh!, they are no more? And how do
angels make war?
Being immortal and
invulnerable, they cannot be affected by any
weapons. Do they just push and shove, like
Japanese Sumo wrestlers? It all seems like a
piece of anthropomorphic Eastern imagery.
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But these points are really irrelevant to my
present thesis, which is that the Bible simply
does not support the myth of the fall of Lucifer. It
is, however, significant that the story is not
mentioned in any of the Creeds, and is not
therefore obligatory belief for any Christian.
Why, then, has it persisted for so long?
Milton's poem may have influenced its spread
in modern times, but, as we have seen, it was
believed long before that. In my view, it was
accepted because it offers a convenient
explanation for the existence of evil, personified
by Satan, in a world created by a supposedly
omnipotent, all-good and all-loving God.
Historically, of course, the explanation is
much simpler.
The early Hebrews had no
concept of Satan. Everything, both Good and
Evil, emanated from God.
But during the
Captivity in Babylon, they became acquainted
with Persian cosmology, and the eternal
struggle between the principles of Light and
Darkness, Good and Evil, and took back with
them the concept of the "Adversary" (the
meaning of "Satan") of God.
This is well exemplified by the two
differing accounts of the same event given in 2
Samuel 24:1 and 1 Chronicles 21 :1.
In
Samuel, God incites David to take a census of
the people, and then punishes this "crime" (the
Hebrews must have had the same attitude to
taxes and conscription for war service that we
have!) by slaying 70,000 men by pestilence. In
Chronicles, written a couple of centuries later,
Satan is blamed for leading David astray, the
chronicler apparently feeling that there was
something akin to blasphemy in suggesting that
God would induce someone to commit evil and
then
inflict
a
horribly
disproportionate
punishment for the offence. The comparatively
recent concept of Satan offered a convenient
way out. It is, in fact, the first mention of Satan
in the Bible.
'
Alan
Towsey is a retired
investigator of Biblical history.

school headmaster and
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Biblical History &
Prophecy
SIMON BROWN
The glossy brochure placed in the letterboxes of
most Canberra homes in mid-April was an
impressive public relations exercise.
It
advertised a series of talks, illustrated with
slides, collectively called the Joseit Report.
The talks, given over several days from
April 29 to May 14, had catchy titles like
"Conflict over Sinai!" and "Petra - red stairs to
the sun!", and they promised to answer
questions such as how the ancient Egyptians
built the Great Pyramid, and whether or not the
Egyptians were actually a super-race.
The presenter was Peter Joseit, and the
series was sponsored by the Seventh-day
Adventists, though whether or not Joseit is a
Seventh-day Adventist himself was never made
clear.
The Report clearly tries to match historical
events with passages and prophecies in the
Bible. This brief article deals with the first talk:
"Egypt - a journey into the past" given at the
Albert Hall on April 29.
The lecture was well presented, and some
of the slides were very good. Joseit spoke well,
told some interesting stories, and for the most
part his history was reasonably accurate,
though he did maintain some popular
misconceptions, eg that the pyramids were built
with slave labour (the labour was provided by
paid freemen), and that the ankh symbol was a
form of crucifix (in fact, it is a hieroglyph that
originated as a simplified sandal strap). It is
only when he tried to match history with events
in the Bible and with biblical prophecy that his
information became unreliable.
For example, he implied that Tuthmosis IV
Fall of Lucifer references (cont)
Liddell and Scott: Greek-English Lexicon (abridged) (Oxford)
Marchant and Charles: Latin Dictionary (Cassell)
Peake, 1982: Peake's Commentary on the Bible, rev ed by Black,
Rowley (ed) (Van Nostrand Reinhold, UK)

became pharaoh of Egypt because of two
incidents, both recounted in the Bible, that
removed the ruling pharaoh (Amenhotep II) and
the crown prince. The latter was killed by the
tenth plague (the slaying of the first born of
every creature) visited on the Egyptians by God
in an attempt to convince them to release the
Hebrews from bondage, and Amenhotep was
the pharaoh killed while pursuing the Hebrews
across the Red Sea. There are two problems
with this account: firstly, most archaeologists
accept that if the events recorded in Exodus
happened at all they happened over a century
later (during the reign of Ramses II or his son,
Merneptah);
and secondly, Amenhotep's
mummified remains have been found - in fact,
he was the first pharaoh to be found in his own
tomb - a fact which strongly suggests he was
not drowned somewhere in the Red Sea.
Even when Joseit mentioned something
that did not connect history with the Bible, it took
some procrustean effort of the imagination to
see the hand of God at work. An example of
this was Joseit's claim that a certain prophecy in
Isaiah, concerning papyrus, had indeed come
to pass. The prophecy says: "The paper reeds
by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks and
everything sown by the brooks, shall wither, be
driven away , and be no more." Papyrus was an
extremely important crop for the Egyptians, not
only, providing them with paper, but also with
the material for building boats, nets and rope.
Papyrus was also a valuable export. For the
ancient Egyptians to have lost papyrus would
have been for them a disaster of major
proportions.
In fact, even though papyrus began to
disappear from the Nile from the Middle
Kingdom on (2040-1640 BC - well before
Isaiah), there was more than enough to ensure
it remained a lucrative export crop for Egypt
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Can Religion Be
Studied Scientifically?
PATRICK McBRIDE
To some, this question does not present a
problem. "Dependent as it is on subjective faith,
religion withers like a leaf before a flame when
the scientific attitude is brought to bear on it ... If
the public in general undertook an analysis of
religious behaviour, using systematic research
tools, it would be the death of religion."1
The sociology textbook in which this
statement appeared probably expresses a
minority view, thus it may seem a little unfair to
resurrect a singularly embarrassing paragraph
published in 1948. But I do so because I feel it
illustrates the dangers of adopting an overly
empirical approach to religion. The scientist
who ventures into the study of religious
phenomena runs the risk of descending into
scientism.
Scientism, or the belief that science is the
Biblical History ... from opposite

until the 12th century AD, when rag and woodpulp began to replace it in the manufacture of
paper. Even today, it stills grows in several
places in Egypt - hardly a fulfilment of prophecy.
At times, Joseit's remarks seemed very
general, almost to the point of being vague:
"Many believe that the daughter of Tuthmose I,
Queen Hatshepsut ... was the one who found
and fostered Moses." Who believes? Not one
notable
archaeologist
or
historian
was
mentioned. What evidence is there for this
statement?
Occasionally, Joseit sortied into fields
unrelated to the subject at hand, eg he stated
that the pyramids were constructed with
amazing skill and precision, and this fact "along
with many others [not mentioned], pointed out
the inadequacy of the evolutionary theory of
man's development. These early builders were
sophisticated, intelligent men." This flank attack
on evolution, besides demonstrating Joseit's

only true arbitrator of knowledge, is probably
more prevalent among physical and biological
scientists that it is social scientists. (But as the
paragraph quoted at the beginning of this paper
indicates, there are always exceptions.)
Although the social sciences, such as
psychology,
anthropology,
sociology,
economics and history, have clamoured for
"scientific" respectability, it is arguable as to
whether their methodologies genuinely meet
the criteria of the so-called "scientific method".
Indeed, the social sciences, because of the
inexact nature of the subject of their studies, are
compelled to avoid positivism, thus they would
appear to be the best candidates for the study of
religion.
And indeed, the social sciences have
carried out important studies into "aspects" of
ignorance of the theory of evolution, is another
example of his sweeping generalisations.
Furthermore, it is phrased in such a way that
disagreeing with him on evolution could be
interpreted unfairly as disagreeing with him on
the abilities of the pyramids' builders.
On the whole, however, the talk was quite
pleasant, if overlong, and even informative. No
one there tried to hard sell the rest of the talks to
the audience and the Seventh-day Adventists
kept a very low profile.
Joseit's
knowledge
of
history
is
commendable, but his efforts to match it with the
Bible and with biblical prophecy faiied to make
a point that was either convincing or
supportable.
Simon Brown is co-editor of the Canberra Skeptics'
publication, "Argos", from which this article was taken (Vol3, No 4,
June/July 1989).

Editor's note:
Reader's interested in further
information on this subject may like to read "Testament:
The Bible and History" by John Romer (Guild Publishing,
London, 1988).
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religion.
Of course, they are confined to
studying only peripheral matters concerning
religion; the history, sociology and psychology
of religion. But to study religion itself, to look at
the essence of religious beliefs, it is, I think,
necessary to adopt a supra-rational approach.
In other words, we must accept that religious
beliefs transcend scientific analysis.
I would like to say that we could adopt
philosophy as the tool most suited for the
analysis of religious claims. And indeed, the
philosophy of religion is a fruitful academic
discipline, but at its heart philosophical inquiry
is concerned with rational answers, and I fear
that religion cannot furnish us with those.
Some Definitions
A discussion such as this one is dealing
with vast concepts, and as such definitions are
crude and arbitrary.
Defining something as
ephemeral as religion is particularly risky; not
every critic will be placated. But I think one
should acknowledge that religion is concerned
with the transcendent.
Of course, it is not necessary for religious
beliefs to focus on a deity.
Confucianism,
Taoism, Buddhism and Australian Aboriginal
religions are just some examples of religions
which don't have a personalised God.
Thus religions are supernatural. Unlike
those people who claim to possess paranormal
abilities such as ESP, levitation, clairvoyance
and psychokinesis, religious believers don't
plead for their beliefs to be accepted
scientifically.
They willingly accept the
transcendental nature of their beliefs.
But what is a strength for the religious
believer is a weakness in the eyes of the
scientists; faith has no place in science. In fact,
the scientist must cultivate a healthy scepticism
against all beliefs, scientific and otherwise. For
at the heart of modern science is the concept of
falsification.
The Vienna-born (1902) philosopher Karl
Popper formulated a philosophy of science
which used "conjecture" and falsification, or
"refutation", to arrive at scientific claims. It was
his contention that being able to falsify a
conjecture actually told us more than a
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hypothesis which claimed to be beyond
falsification.
"Every genuine test of a theory is an
attempt to falsify it, or to refute it. Testability is
falsifiability; but there are degrees of testability;
some theories are more testable, more exposed
to refutation, than others; they take, as it were,
greater risks."2
Popper developed his philosophy in 191920 after encountering Freudian psychoanalysis,
Adlerian "individual psychology" and Marxist
history. To Popper, the one great failing with all
of these theories was that they could not be
disproved; any falsifications were rationalised
away. With a little imagination, the theories
could explain just about all phenomena.
While accepting that Popperism is subject
to refutations of its own, and others have tried to
improve upon it, I think we can still use it to
define what is scientific and what isn't.
Plainly, in Popperian terms, religion is nonscientific, and incapable of being studied
scientifically.
Religion deals in "absolutism",
science doesn't.
All scientific knowledge is
provisional, subject to further improvement or
refutation. In short, religion cannot be falsified.
Philosophers too can deliberate upon
religion, but they are no closer to providing us
with an unamo1guous answer, because they too
are grounded in rationality.
And religion is
precisely the opposite.
Unlike all other
knowledge, religion aspires towards the
transcendental. It is unique knowledge.
William James and
Medical Materialism
Earlier in this paper, I mentioned scientism
and the desire to recognise only the validity of
knowledge which comes to us through science.
And while scientism is a defensible position, I
suggest that many people would find it
alarmingly rigid.
Probably even more rigid and limiting is
"physicalism" or, as William James, in his 1902
book "The Varieties of Religious Experience"
called it, "medical materialism". This is the
belief that allegedly "religious" phenomena can
be explained with reference to natural events.
The medical materialist, in particular, maintains
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that these religious experiences are the product
of physiological, psychological and chemical
processes which have gone awry.
This idea of religious beliefs being due to
physical dysfunctions allowed some of those
hostile to religion to reject, out of hand, even the
possibility of . such claims being genuine.
Sigmund Freud was one notable example.
In the first of the twenty lectures which
comprised his book, James writes an
illuminating defence against the medical
materialists.
In the lecture, "Religion and
Neurology", he has this to say: "Scientific
theories are organically conditioned just as
much as relgious emotions are; and if we only
knew the facts intimately enough, we should
doubtless see "the liver" determining the dicta of
the sturdy atheist as decisively as it does those
of the Methodist under conviction anxious about
his soul. When it alters in one way the blood
percolates it, we get the Methodist; when in
another way, we get the atheist form of mind".3
His message is simple enough: why do
we assume that only religious beliefs are
created under the influence of these allegedly
malfunctioning physical processes? After all,
isn't it possible that other beliefs, atheism for
example, could be the result of the same
dysfunction? Is an interest in philosophy, art or
music similarly a legacy of . this physiological
problem?
Is the scepticism of the medical
materialist somewhat selective?
In the medical materialist argument,
James sees nothing more than simple prejudice
dressed up in pseudoscientific jargon.
For
instance, suggests James, geniuses must
surely be the results of chemical and physical
dysfunctions, but do we dismiss their works?
Apparently not.
"But for the most part, the masterpieces
are left unchallenged; and the medical line of
attack either confines itself to such secular
productions as every one admits to be
intrinsically eccentric, or else addresses itself
exclusively to religious manifestations."4
William
James
demonstrates
that
dogmatic science is no better, and certainly no
more useful, than dogmatic religion. He also
alludes to the fact that there is little point in
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trying to distort religion by jamming it into
positions better occupied by science.
Another tack adopted by the medical
materialists, so James tells us, is to study the
origins of religion. Apparently this represents a
sort of "philosopher's stone"; they seem to feel
that if religion can be demonstrated to possess
an "origin", that it will evaporate within a cloud
of reason.
"The medical materialists are therefore
only so many belated dogmatists, neatly turning
the tables on their predecessors by using the
criterion of origin in a destructive instead of an
accreditive way. "5
Why have I quoted William James at such
length; indeed, why have I focused on medical
materialism? Surely its ghost was laid to rest a
long time ago?
I highlight James' work
because I feel it is an excellent illustration of
how scientific methods, and an emphasis upon
positivism, are not suitable for the study of the
religious enterprise.
Conclusion

Certainly, among many social scientists,
there is a view that religion is a purely human
construction; that we are forever to be lodged in
the supernatural beliefs of the past.
This is a perfectly valid opinion, but
opinions aren't the stuff of empirical science. At
this stage, no scientist has come up with a
genuinely scientific hypothesis which could
demonstrate the true nature of religious
experience.
Perhaps it is necessary to
acknowledge that religion is like art - a special
and different kind of knowledge.
Patrick McBride is a security officer and also currently
studying ;-or a degree in the philosophy/history of ideas and social
studies of science.
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The Atlantis
Falcon
BY RAYMOND CHANNELLER
POSITIONS VACANT
Psychic detective wanted
for private investigation bureau.
Must have ten years experience.
- classified advertisement,
Sydney Morning Herald
She shimmied into my office like a lady Yeti with
lust on her mind. Her aura was signalling like a
traffic light with shorts in its circuits. She was
blonde and beautiful and 38-24-36, a perfect 8,
the number for love and football pools. She
held out her hand. I could tell that she would
live a long and fruitful life and would meet a
handsome stranger.
"Mr Ramtha," she purred - that's me, Sam
Ramtha, Psychic Third Eye - "I want you to find
out who abducted my old man."
"Take a seat, lady," I said, "And tell me
your date, time and place of birth."
She undulated towards my desk like the
sacred snake of the Aztecs, giving me her vital
statistics on the way.
"Holy Hubbard, honey," I exclaimed. "Did
you know that you were a Gemini with Venus
ascendant in the ninth trinal aspect?"
"Drink?" I asked her, motioning towards
the cocktail cabinet which contained only
organically distilled hooch. "I only take coffee,"
she replied. I poured her a cup of decaffeinated
and as she stirred in the non-chemical
sweetener, I noticed the spoon was bending.
·
This dame had energy.
She threw a Kirlian photograph on my
desk. It looked like an inkblot.
"Mr Ramtha, you must help me find him.
My name is J.Z. von Stokes, but you can call me

Doris."
"Not the wife of megamillionaire psychic
entrepreneur Uri von Stokes?" I queried, noting
the dazzling crystal that perched precariously
on the upper slopes of her perfect frontispiece.
"The same," she averred, making a secret
sign. "My husband disappeared while flying
from Chicago to LA last night. He telepathed
me just before he left but the cosmic vibrations
were very bad and I didn't get him too clearly.
He was excited and he said something about
the Atlantis Falcon."
"What sort of plane was he on - Boeing or
Astral?" I wisecracked.
"He boarded TWA Flight 19 at O'Hare and
he was_not aboard when it landed at LA," she
sobbed. "Oh, Mr Ramtha, I am so worried that
my bio-rhythms are all upset."
I tore my eyes away from her quivering
chest and began to think hard. "Could it be the
But no, that
Bermuda Triangle?" I mused.
couldn't be right. Last night's weather had been
lousy all across the country, and the Triangle
only operated in dead calm conditions.
"This is a real mystery," I said, gazing into
her lovely violet eyes. I noticed that she was
sufferjng from a mild liver infection and had a
serious ingrowing toenail problem on her left
big toe. "Tell me, does your husband have any
enemies?"
"Of course he doesn't have any enemies,"
she ejaculated. "He is a great healer; he owns
health food stores; he franchised the Psychic
Pshopfront Pstore chain; he owns the world's
largest crystal mine; he is a channeller. He
made his money by helping people and
everybody loves him."
"Hmmmm," I murmured my mantra. "I
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have an intuition that there is something sinister
about this case."
"Wait a minute though," she recalled. "He
did say something about having some problem
with· a psychic psurgeon."
"Right," I said. "I divine that this is the time
to get on with the case. All the planets are
converging." We crossed to the window and delevitated to the sidewalk below.
"How did we get through the window
without opening it?" she questioned.
"Baby, I am in harmony with the cosmic
vibrations," I responded. "It helps with matters
like that."
The sidewalk was deserted, except for
Elvis Presley and Craig the Creationist, who
was walking his Tyrannosaurus, Rex. To me,
Rex loked like a doberman but Craig swore he
was a Tyrannosaurus and you can't argue with
faith like that.
I bundled Doris into my beat-up
convertible. It was an '82 Chevy. The fusion
powered one with the Energy Polariser that
guaranteed to turn an old clunker into a smooth
running unit. I never had to fill the gas tank,
which, in my business, was a plus.
My sixth sense told me which way to go.
headed down Sunset, towards the
we
As
Hollywood Hills, I noticed bright lights in the sky.
Some were saucer shaped; · some were like
cigars; some were flashing; some were not;
some had portholes; some had none. They
were performing all sorts of aerobatics - figure
eights, inside and outside loops, lmmelman
turns. No wonder every USAF base in the
country had hangars full of alien bodies, the
way these guys flew. Could this be the answer?
Had aliens abducted van Stokes to perform
wierd sexual experiments on him? Somehow I
thought not. The answer was much more down
to earth.
Shortly afterwards, with only about thirty
five minutes of time unaccounted for, my
psychic antenna told me we were close to our
destination. A vast, pyramid shaped pile bulked
large against the night sky. The cassette radio
in the car was playing Beethoven's twelth,
which had been received by some Limey broad.
I turned it off and stopped the car.
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"Play it again, Sam," Doris begged, but I
had other fish to fry.
"You shtay here shweetheart while I cashe
the joint." I often channelled Bogart in moments
of stress.
Silently, I crept through the shrubbery.
There was tansy and mandrake and ginseng. I
could feel them doing me good. Then, without
warning, the lights went out. I saw stars. They
were the Pleiades, where, my friends told me,
most of the undercover aliens in our midst came
from. Funny, I thought it was Mexico.
I seemed to be floating through the air. A
silver cord tethered me to a body lying face
down in the borage. It looked familiar. It was. It
was mine. Then I was falling down a dark
tunnel. At the end was a bright light. I could
There was
see figures beckoning me on.
Velikovsky and Reich and Conans Doyle and
the Barbarian. I felt at peace and wanted to join
them. But no, I couldn't shuffle off the mortal coil
just yet. I had a job to finish back in the Vale of
Tears.
I struggled back to consciousness. My
head was pounding like voodoo tomtoms. My
mouth tasted like the Pharaoh had cursed it. I
was lying strapped into an Orgone Accumulator.
Current
Strange machinery flashed lights.
electrodes.
huge
two
between
arced
Acupuncture needles lay around. Chiropractic
and phrenology charts covered the walls. A
giant crystal stood on a pedestal, malevolently
It was like the antechannelling energy.
chamber to Hell.
"Aha! You are awake at last, Mr Ramtha,
and in my power."
The voice came from a tall, cloaked
individual, the light glinting from his abnormally
long canines. By his side stood a wizened, bent
figure, drool dripping from his slobbering lips.
He looked like a televangelist just winding up
his pitch for the bucks. Who were these guys
and what were they going to do to me? I could
tell that they were up to no good.
But, wait a minute! Hadn't I seen the tall
guy just recently in the social pages of the New
Age Chronicler? Of course, he was the psociety
psychic psurgoen, Dr Frank N. Stein, who, with
his art critic wife, Phyllis, was the darling of the
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crystal set.
Once a respected professor at
Nostra Dame University, he had left academia
under somewhat of a cloud. Something to do
with clandestine cattle mutilations in Texas.
That meant that the gargoyle at his side must be
his assistant, Igor Blighmy. Blighmy spoke "Can
you prove tomorrow is not coming? Do you
have the courage to face your manifested
destiny? Beware of your altered ego."
The rumours I had heard must be true.
Blighmy was a nut. Ignoring Igor, I turned my
attention to Stein.
"What's up, Doc?" I queried.
"So, Mr Ramtha, you seek to interfere with
my plans to dominate the world, with the
assistance of my friends from the hollow in the
centre of the Earth, who have been abducting
and interbreeding with our women to produce
the master race. It is too late to stop me now,
but you must die. Heh, heh!" he raved.
Stalling for time, I asked him "What have
you done with Uri van Stokes?"
"Never heard of him," spat Stein,
advancing on me with his psychic fingers aimed
straight through my chest at my heart. What a
horrible way to die, with your heart squeezed
between those hands. I must fight back. In my
next incarnation I might wind up as a politician.
But wait, what about the psychokinesis
course I had taken last year. Of course, the
buckles of the straps holding me down were
metal. In my third eye, I visualised "buckles".
Bend the tongue. Make it bend. I could feel
Stein's fingers entering my chest. Loosen the
buckle. Was something happening? Were my
bonds loosening? Bend the buckle. Bend it.
With a shout of rage, Stein tore his fingers
from my chest and clasped at his rapidly
descending trousers. At the same time, my
bonds were loosened. With one bound I was
free. Snatching out my trusty, environmentally
safe .38 equaliser from its concealed holster in
my sock, I fired at Stein. "You dirty rat" I snarled.
As he lurched away, his shoulder hit the
pedestal in the corner. . The giant crystal
teetered once, then fell, crushing Stein's evil
skull like an overripe melon. So perish all those
who put their psychic gifts to evil use.
But I was not out of the woods yet. There
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was still Igor to contend with. I could not see
him anywhere. Only a whisp of smoke curling
up from behind a screen in the corner. As I
peered around the screen, I saw that there was
only a pile of ashes, with one misshapen shoe
lying, unharmed, beside it. There was no sign
of any source of heat anywhere. A real mystery.
Choking, I left the building. I had solved
one problem, by saving the world, but what
about my main job. Where was Uri van Stokes?
And what was the mysterious Atlantis Falcon?
All my psychic powers could provide no answer.
I did not feel well. I would have to see my
naturopath in the morning.
As I reached the street, I noticed a maroon
Rolls Royce parked behind my heap. By the
light of a streetlamp I saw Doris sitting in the
front of the RR with a strange geezer.
I
sauntered across.
"Oh Sam," she cried. "I have made a
terrible mistake. This is my husband Uri. When
he esped me from Chicago last night, I thought
he said something about the Atlantis Falcon
and a psychic psurgeon. What he really said
was that he was returning via Atlanta so he
could meet Malcolm, the cycling verger of the
Fifth Street Born Again Fundamentalist
Anabaptist Church."
Suddenly it all fell into place. As I wearily
climbed behind the wheel of the Chevy and
drove away down those mean streets, I knew I
had fouled up again. I had forgotten the first
rule of investigation when dealing with psychic
mysteries: "Never jump to conclusions unless
you have all the facts."
THE END

Whizzing off on an astral plane?
Moving to another dimension?
Let us know before you go
so you will continue to receive
your copy of The Skeptic.
Australia Post doesn't deliver to
the stars.
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Book Review
"Return to Mars A Search for
Humanity's True
Origins"
Brian Crowley &
Anthony Pollock
Match books,
South Melbourne
There is a tradition of "scholarly"
research,
much
favoured
by
creationists and Eric von Daniken,
which begins with a conclusion and
seeks evidence to support that
conclusion. Inconvenient evidence
is ignored.
The book under review does not
follow that tradition in that no
evidence is ignored. Everything is
taken as supporting the conclusion
that we earthlings are descended
from extraterrestrials, via Mars, even
though the links are as tenuous as
the atmosphere of the Red Planet
itself.
The
authors
canvas
such
reputable sources as von Daniken,
Velikovsky and Berlitz, the tribal
legends of such disparate groups as
the Zulus, the Welsh and Amazonian
Indians, the Tarot and other occult
practices. Much of the "evidence"
appears to depend on the "psychic"
visions of one Frances Yule who
gives us many words from the original
Martian.
There is a novel approach to
etymology in the book, which seeks
to prove that all languages stem from
the same roots (Martian, naturally).
The following is an excerpt:
"Language describes Mars to
perfection. Why is Mars called Mars?
The root or basis of Mars is mar. The
Latin mar can be taken to mean 'to
injure', 'to deface', as does the
English word 'mar'. Another English
word, 'mark', comes from the same
root and also means 'to remember'
(perhaps
it
originally
meant
'remember the markings of Mars') .

The root or basis of Mars is thus mar,
which can also be taken to mean 'a
dead or dying thing, person or
persons', and also 'to crumble away
as if ground to dust, decaying,
ground down as between two
millstones'. Could there be a more
perfect description of Mars?"
Could there be a more perfect
description of a non sequitur?
The authors ramble on in this vein
for several pages, ending up with this
gem: ''There are some English words
that may, by a stretch of the
imagination, be allied with the 'mars'
root, for example, 'marble': round
stone, used in game where one
marble must hit another to win
(reminiscent of planetary catastrophe?); and 'marmalade': orange
jam (Mars is orange in colour and it is
noteworthy that no other jam has a
particular name in English)."
To paraphrase Winston Churchill,
"some stretch - some imagination".
I would like to offer the authors,
gratis, a few other words to help their
cause:
Marilyn Monroe - a star with a
heavenly body
Marshmallow - often pink, which is
a bit like red and obviously a race
memory of Martian sweets
Marijuana - smoking this will leave
you in a condition to believe books
like this.
The authors also confuse the
Greek deity Ares (Roman Mars) with
the constellation Aries to make some
obscure point.
Fortunately they
appear not to have heard of the star
Antares or they would no doubt have
concluded this to be the original
home of earthly insects.
It is not enough for the authors to
deduce our Martian origins, based
largely on the so-called 'face on Mars',
they seek to trace it even further back
to the Pleiades star cluster, via
Proxima Centauri and Sirius. None of
these stellar systems would appear to
be particularly hospitable to life, but to
people who regard any legendary
reference to rivers, oceans, walls,

gates, caves, etc as evidence of
space travel, anything at all would be
possible.
I am in a quandry about this book.
It reads like a send-up of the genre,
and if that is the case, then it is not
funny enough. If, on the other hand,
it is intended to be a serious
exposition, then it is hilarious.
This review is already too long for a
book that is inherently nonsensical. It
would take a book of almost equal
length to point out all the factual
inaccuracies
and
unwarranted
conclusions contained within it, and
really this review is only warranted
because the book has had some
media coverage recently.
Perhaps the final words should be
left to the authors themselves in a
"special note" to the Preface. "From
the outset, we wish to state that we
do not consider this book to be either
a definitive or 'scholarly' work."
I couldn't have put it better myself.

- Barry WIiiiams

Contributions
We are always very wllllng to
publish book reviews from our
readers.
If you read a book - either prosceptlcal or pro-paranormal that you think our readers
would be Interested In
knowing about, drop us a line
(quoting title, author(s), and
publisher).
You may llke to review the
book yourself, or let us know
of Its existence so that we can
review It.
Speaking of books, have you
purchased your copy of
"Skeptlcal"? Over 30 articles
on the skeptlcal view. Just $7
Including postage from:
canberra Skeptlcs
PO Box 555
Civic Square 2608
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Art & Science
Dear Sir,
Now that Mr Alder has established
that it is pennissable for Skeptics to
be rude about other people, may I
throw in my halfpenny's worth of
opinion about those of Mr Shaw
(Skeptic, Vol 9, No 2). In his
desperate attempt to marry art and
science, Mr Shaw merely crushes any
scepticism that might otherwise have
greeted the proposal that the words
"art" and "fart" are etymologically
linked.
Artists belong to that subset of
people who can run off at the mouth,
or other appropriate orifice, for half a
page without actually saying anything
useful. In this they are akin not to
scientists but to politicians. The last
are readily distinguished as they carry
a large knife. The artist, on the other
hand, carries a well-thumbed copy of
Roget and a large knife.
May I close by suggesting that the
editor donate the rest of my haH-page
to some impoverished artist with
somenothing to say about science?
Or leave it blank. It amounts to the
same thing.
- Dr J.W. Marchant
(Fartist) (Cum Loud)

Skeptics & Religion VI
DearSir, ·
Phil Shannon criticised (Vol 9, No 2)
the Skeptics for taking a soft line with
non-creationist Christians.
It is true that sceptic and Christian
aims don't have to clash, and many
Christians can be involved in the
healthy art of scepticism without
compromising their faith. But what
are the Skeptics saying when they
claim it is fine to treat the Old and New
Testaments as "symbolic"?
Is this a pat line to avoid offending
Christian supporters without
committing themselves to the same
belief?
As a Christian, I find it more offensive
that my life is defined as a vague
belief with the best of intentions but
no substance. I would rather be told

Letters
that my ideas are up the creek; at
least that is treating me as a human
and not as a vegetable.
However, Mr Shannon lets down the
side of sceptical inquiry when he
states theories as facts.
For instance, he claims that Jesus
believed himself to be "a corporeal
man born of spennatazoa and egg".
Where he gets this from is anybody's
guess. We have no written record by
Jesus himself of what he believed;
only the sayings attributed to him in
the Gospels and elsewhere. In none
of these does it indicate that he
believed himself to be mortal. If Mr
Shannon has better sources, he
should reveal them, or maybe he
should reassess what side of the
argument he is on.
Later he says: "The Gospels and Acts
were ghost-written at least fifty years
after the events and were selected
out of hundreds of documents by an
anti-Jewish and pro-Roman Church
intelligentsia for political reasons
because they turned the devout Jew
Jesus, who was the earthly Messianic
leader of the Jewish poor against
Roman imperialism, into a Divine
being concerned only with spiritual
matters and ethical teaching and who
advocated suffering, patience and
pacifism to Jew and Gentile in the
face of Roman power." There are at
least nine unsubstantiated
statements of belief rather than fact in
this one sentence.
The dating and authorship of the
Gospels and Acts may be debatable,
but "ghost-written" and "at least fifty
years after the events" are not
!ndisputable by any means.
"Hundreds of documents" is
hyperbole, "anti-Jewish and proRoman" is indicative of Mr Shannon's
political bias, "devout Jew" ignores
the role of the Sanhedrin in the
crucifixion of Christ and the
martyrdom of disciples, "earthly" is a
statement of belief (or inability to
believe), "leader of the Jewish poor
against Roman imperialism" seems to
have greater source in Monty Python

than established fact, and "a Divine
being concerned only with spiritual
matters" and "advocated suffering,
patience and pacifism" is a total
misreading of the New Testament.
These are theories put forward by
some scholars; they are not proven
facts . If they were facts, there would
be nothing for Christians and nonChristians to debate about.
Christians would be clearly believing a
lie.
Scholars have been arguing over
Christianity for hundreds of years,
and no one side has been able to
prove the other wrong .
If the Skeptics were to become
involved in this debate officially, then
there are two points that need to be
considered: scientific proof and
evidence.
If scientific proof is defined as theory
based on accumulated observations,
then we strike a problem. Not only
did the events occur some time ago,
but to be consistent with theology
they had to be one-offs. The
resurrection and virgin birth were
such events. Therefore we have no
controls, and these events cannot be
repeated for testing. You see, we
would end up arguing faith anyway.
Christians would say these would be
one-off events, non-Christians that
the events never happened and that
is why they can't be repeated.
The other resource we have then is
evidence, defined as facts in support
of (or for) a conclusion. As someone
who is currently involved in research
in this area, I can give the warning that
it is much more complex than
something that can be whisked away
as a "propaganda act".
Evidence can be found in
investigations on dates of letters,
their authenticity, historical finds, etc.
What conclusions we draw should be
based on which way the evidence
holds best, not on preconceptions.
Hopefully such thorough
investigations will allow Christians and
non-Christiansto state with conviction
why they believe or don't believe.
Let us always be careful of sewing
coats onto buttons, or stating what is
speculation as truth.
- Belinda Wesley
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PS. The Editor's note was also a little weak. It is
true, faith cannot be tested, but what a faith is
based on can. The life, death and resurrection
of Jesus is the central point of Christianity. If
these events did not occur physically, then the
faith means nothing. Christianity is not a lifestyle
based on ''those areas ... which rely purely on
the faith of the follower". The evidence for and
against Jesus as Son of God is certainly worth
investigating - but only for the brave.
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of the efficacy of numerology.
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I Wuz
Robbed!
BY HARRY EDWARDS
The headline should have read,
"Aussie Skeptic as Britain's Top
Psychic", but the smell of rotten fish
pervaded the air as I sought to find
out why it didn't.
On August 26, 1986, the London
Sun newspaper ran a contest with a
prize of £500 to find Britain's top
psychic. The contest called for six
predictions covering the six months
beginningSeptember 3; the results
to be announced in March 1987.
On vacation in London at the time,
I submitted six predictions based on
probability, as detailed in the table.
On February 20, 1987, I wrote to
the organisers of the contests
claiming six hits, excusing the two
near misses (marked with an asterisk
in the table) using the usual psychic's
ploy of making the event fit the
prediction.
The first "near-miss" I claimed to
have seen in a vision - just rice
paddies, and bodies floating in
floodwaters; it could have been one
of many far eastern countries. I just

Prediction & date

guessed wrong.
The second
disaster was averted by the combined
efforts of meditators for peace and
tranquility around the world.
Believed or not, I could not fail to
be credited with at least four hits - or,
at least so I thought.
Neither my claim nor a follow-up
letter were acknowledged, and it is
only recently through the courtesy of
Wendy Grossman of the British & Irish
Skeptics that I now have the
information necessary to tell the tale.
The result of the contest was
announced in The Sun on February
23, 1987.

An all correct entry by a young
English woman and two runners-up
each with three forecasts correct
have raised my suspicions that the
protocol and ethics involved in the
contest were not above reproach.
First, the newspaper stated that
there were many "hundreds" of
entries. Exactly how many hundreds
there are in "hundreds" is difficult to
ascertain.
However, it would

Closest event

Confirmation

1. Aircraft crash,
Nov 1986, 100 killed

C130 crashed Nov 2, 1986
Baluchistan, 98 dead

All media

2. Film star dies
Dec 1986

Desi Arnaz died
Dec3, 1986

All media

3. Political assassination
Jan 1987

4.Earthquake,Japan
Feb 1987

Musbar Gharibah
Libyan Charge d'Affairs
· Beirut, Dec 27, 1986
Earthquake, Japan
Feb 1987
(6.9 on Richter scale)

5. Floods, India, Dec 1986 Central Vietnam, Dec 1986
Many drown
• 165 dead
6. Train smash, India
Dec 1986

Terrorist attempt to blow
up train at Chandighur
Dec26, 1986

All media

Press

Press -

Press*

comprise somewhere between 1200
and 5994 assorted predictions,
otherwise
the
paper
would
presumably have said "thousands of
entries"
which
sounds
more
impressive.
As The Sun also states that the
entries were locked away in a
strongbox in a London bank vault,
and did not mention that provision
had been made to daily monitor the
contestants predictions, I asume that
they were not.
The winner, on being told that she
had won, said "I didn't keep a record
of my predictions, but I remember
some and as they began ·to come true
I thought I might come second or
third". In other words, she was not
particularly confident, and there is no
way of verifying the exact wording of
the predictions nor the paper's
version of them.
The indisputable fact that I had
four correct forecasts, whereas the
two runners-up had only three, would
seem to indicate that all the entries
were not carefully scrutinised, or
indeed checked at all.
Further, the winner's predictions
were not as specific as mine - they
were spread over the six months whereas mine nominated the month,
many being accurate to within a few
days.
Naturally, the judges' decision is
final and no correspondence will be
entered into.
Conclusion ...... I wuz robbed!

The Second
Australian Skeptics
Student Essay
Competition
$500 prize
The competition is open to all current
primary, secondary and tertiary students
enrolled at an Australian education facility.

TOPICS
"The Validity of the Paranormal"
or
A Sceptical Examination of One
Particular Area of the Paranormal
Essays can be up to 5000 words in length, and must make clear definition
between the paranormal and the normal. Entries, with name and address,
age and details of student status, should be sent to:
Australian Skeptics, PO Box E324, St James NSW 2000

Extended closing deadline: January 30, 1990
Winning entry will be announced and published in "The Skeptic"*, Vol 1O, No 2
Further information is available from Australian Skeptics at the above address.
• Published quarterly by Australian Skeptics Inc.

